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Weekend fight
remains under
investigation

Graduate
students get
full stipends

Police release few details

By Maritza Aviles
TNH Staff

By Theodore Decker
TNH Staff

Chemistry graduate students scored a victory Friday.
But, the restoration of their summer salaries paved the
way for a decrease in stipends for next year's graduate
students.
At the request of students, Otis Sproul, dean of the
College of Engineering and Physical Science, met with
27 chemistry graduate students Friday to address the
proposed 25-percent pay cut in summer stipends.
"I have decided to restore stipend levels for those of
you here on board at the moment," said Sproul.
Chemistry department officials were going to reduce the summer stipend by $1,000. Instead, Sproul said

One student has been charged with disorderly conduct
following a crowd-gathering disruption at Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity early Sunday morning.
Steven W. Marley, 17 Garrison Ave., is scheduled to
appear in Durham District Court on March 24. According
to a Durham Police spokesman, other charges may be
brought against those involved in the incident. The investigation is continuing.
Rumors have been circulating that a full-scale brawl
between several fraternities occurred during a party at the
fraternity house. But according to police, those reports are
highly exaggerated.

Stipends, page 2

Richard Pok, a chemistry teaching assistant, and students
Thomas Mahon (left), Johanna Klamut and Karen Iverson,
take part in a chemistry lab (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

Fight, page 2

Writing on the walls
Beware lists cause controversy
By Maritza Aviles
TNH Staff

The handwriting is on bathroom walls across campus.
Scrawled names form so-called
"beware lists" on women's bathroom stalls. The names are written
by women who say they have been
sexually harassed or assaulted by
certain men at UNH.
"Beware lists" are a fairly recent phenomena at UNH, and surfaced at the beginning of last semester, according to Jane Stapleton
of the Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program (SHARPP)
office on campus.
In Hamilton Smith Hall, one of
the "beware lists" includes the name
of a professor who no longer teaches
at UNH. Neil Lubow, vice president
for Academic Affairs, could not
confirm or deny that the professor
on the list was the one who was
fired on sexual harassment charges
last year. Such records are kept

From sandy beaches to the dentist's chair
By Mark Dagostino
TNH Staff

confidential, he said.
Each list in Hamilton Smith
contains fewer than IO names.
"Beware lists" are a movement
created by women, and are common
on larger campuses like Brown
University, Stapleton said.
All of the six males interviewed
at UNH had no idea such a list

existed. But, all six women interviewed knew about the lists.
"We have to look at what possesses people to write on bathroom
walls," said Stapleton. "Our environment is not a supportive medium to express the perpetrator's

Exotic men, exotic women, exotic drinks on a white sandy beach.
Hundreds of dancing college bodies undulating in the hot Florida
sunshine.
Most people's image of spring break -derived primarily from MTV
and a series of raging-hormone films released in the 1980s - consists of
a wild, hot, sweaty bash in the southernmost state in the East. But images
don't always reflect reality.
"I'm having my wisdom teeth pulled," says David Biron, a junior. "I' 11
have my mouth swollen for three days and not eat anything."
Many students will spend the break taking care of business they don't
have time for between classes, such as looking for post-graduation jobs or
fixing their teeth, but not all students plans are _as bleak as Biron's.
Some students are actually taking trips in this weak economy.
'Tm going to Jamaica, Montego Bay," potential graduate student
Chris Koehler says. "Mo-Bay as we call it:''
"I have family down there," Koehler says, but there's also "fine
women and sun - what's wrong with that?"
Constance Stergiou, a junior, is road-tripping to Sarasota, Florida with

Lists, page 8

Spring break, page 2
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•One charged in Saturday's fight
From page 1
''The best that we can tell, there
was one and perhaps several altercations inside the building," the
police spokesman said.
Durham Police responded at 1
a.m. to a 911 call placed by someone within the house. University
Police, Newmarket Police, and
Rollingsford Police also helped
disperse the large crowd of students
gathered outside the fraternity.
"A lot of (the crowd) were
spectators," the spokesman said.
To add to the confusion, a fire
alann had also been pulled within
the house, forcing everyone inside
to exit the building.
"We were worried that what
went on inside the building would
begin to spill outside." the police
spokesman said. With the help of
the other police forces, however,
the crowd was dispersed within 30
minutes, according to police.
Exactly what went on inside
the building is still under investiga. tion, although the spokesman said
that "an assault or assaults" may
have occurred. Phi Kappa Theta
President Glenn Brown was unavailable forcommentatpress time.
Inter-Fraternity Council President Craig Welch said that the incident was nothing more than a
"scuffle."
"Nobody was hurt," Welch

said. "The guys at Phi Kap handled
it very well."
Dan DiBiasio, interim vice
president for Student Affairs also
said the reports were blown out of
proportion. "It was not any kind of
a large scale brawl or riot situa-

tion," DiBiasio said.
"There was no property damage, no motor vehicle damage, and
no personal injury," he said.
Phi Kappa Theta brothers acted
responsibly by calling the authorities as quickly as they did, he said.

Welch said the incident did not
involve any other fraternities that
he knew of. Most of those present
were just random people, he said.
DiBiasio said that it would be
premature to release just who may

have played a role in the incident
until the investigation was complete.
The police spokesman also declined to comment on theotherparties involved at this time.

•Summer stipends restored for
Chemistry graduate students
From page 1
next year's graduate students will earn the reduced level.
Sproul said the major factor in his decision to restore stipends was "the
demonstration to me that grad students were too severely disadvantaged."
"(Grad students) decided to come here in expectation of money," he
said. "Cutting it represents an element of unfairness."
Even with the reduction next fall, the stipend is considered by Sproul to
be high enough to attract new graduate students to the chemistry department.
When grad students are accepted into the program they receive an
award letter, which guarantees their nine-month school year stipend and a
summer stipend, according to Dan Krus, a fourth-year student.
Sproul said there will be two major changes in stipends for next fall's
graduate students .
The first change will be a two tier stipend system - with current
students earning more than new students- for the chemistry department.
"You might said there's an element of unfairness," Sproul said,
referring to the new students' lower pay.
"Atleastthey'll be able to stick with these new figures," said Dan Hill,
a second-year grad student.
The second change is that there will be a higher level of expectation
in the student's work for the summer stipend, according to Sproul.
"I had always felt that it was a full-time commitment for summertime

and any time off was something you negotiated with your adviser," Sproul
said.
"Through several creative ways we've increased stipend in access to
that coming from the faculty salary pool," he said.
Spro~l assured students that money for summer stipends would not be
taken from professor's salaries.
To accommodate the demand for chemistry research - and therefore
chemistry majors and - the University provides stipends, according to
Sproul.
"We had to scrounge for money here and there as we could find it in
order to pay for summer stipend," he said.
Sproul said that the administration is not able to assist the chemistry
department with funding for this summer's stipend.
"You people are treated very uniquely," Sproul said. "This doesn't
happen in every department."
"I was surprised," said Melanie Brown, a fourth-year grad student. "I
thought he was going to come in and say there was nothing he could do."
"It was the result of communication between faculty and staff that
resolved the problem," said graduate student Mingqi Bai.
A liaison committee of four chemistry grad students was initially
formed to deal with the possible 25 percent summer pay cut. According to
students, the committee will continue bridging communication between
faculty and students.

•Spring break fever spreads on campus
Frompagel
a group of friends in a tiny car.
"It's gonna be a little bit dangerous, but
we 're doing it anyway," she says. The risk of
breaking-down is worth it to get out of the
cold weather, she adds.
Road-tripping is a popular way to go this
year, according to local travel agents.
USAir flights to Florida have been netting $406 per ticket for tickets bought three
weeks in advance. The price is expected to
rise this week, according to Sue Merrill of
University Travel Service on Main Street.
· "People are still travelling, but it's not
what it was a couple of years ago, that's for
sure," she says. Not only are flights expensive,
but some hotels in Florida are asking for a

$250 damage deposit before they'll let college students stay, she adds.
Many students are beating the hotels by
staying with friends.
Junior Matt Palis is heading to Rollins
College in Orlando, Fla., to do just that.
"J'm~going to distract them from their
studies," he says.
Nearly all students who are travelling
seem to be heading south. As Palis puts it,
"You always go for the extreme climate and
the ~scape of responsibility:"
But extreme climate doesn't necbssarily
mean extreme warmth.
Freshman Peter Fleischhacker is heading
to the White Mountains "to hibernate."
Junior Rob Reynolds is going hiking in
Franconia Notch. His inspiration for making

such a trip in the dead of winter: "No money."
And sometimes an extreme climate has
nothing to do with the weather. For instance,
Christie Dore, a sophomore, is heading to
Atlantic City for two ~ys.
"I just turned 21," she says. She's going
to "gamble her birthday money."
Dore is making a road-trip part of her
gambling experience, as she and five friends
are renting a van to make the eight-hour drive.
But one road trip, on a larger scale, will
thlce over 7 5 UNH students down to one of the
stereotypical spring break destinations.
"People are searching for a destination
that's more affordable," says senior Ken
DromgG@le, UNH Sales Rep. for Great
America~Travel. The trip he's recruited
students for will take 75 students by bus from

Snively Arena to Panama City, Florida, just
south of Arizona on the Gulf Coast, for only
$100 per person.
"It's a happening place," Dromgoole
says. For an additional $135, students get
seven nights at a hotel. Many students have
opted to drive down on their own to take
advantage of that deal, he adds.
''The beaches in Panama City are owned by
the hotels, so they let people drink," he says. There
are 27 miles of beaches in the city, he says, plus
two of the world's largest beach clubs.
"They rock until, like, four in the morning," Dromgoole adds. Pools inside the clubs
are hopping all day and night to the sounds of
rock bands and the sights of bikini contests,
he added.
Lee Sullivan, chief of police for Panama
City Beach Police, says that although his
city's spring break atmosphere is a fun one,
it's also a safe one. Unfortunately, he says,
too many young people get looked at in a
stereotypical way.
"The picture of a rubber ducky over your
headandafunneldown yourthroatjustdoesn't
represent the average student today," he says.
"The_young people are good business."
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Bill X and the rest of Fly Spinach Fly take their act to Florida for a national band competition (Tim BroadrickffNH Staff photo).

The New H ampshirti.s the University of New
Hampshire's only student run newspaper.
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This year the paper is not taking subscriptions throu_gh the mail, but the paper plans to
resume taking subscriptions next year.
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of the Memorial Union Building. Printing is dont .
at the Journal Tribunein Biddeford, Maine.
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Woman reports
being attacked
behind library
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff
University Police began investigating an assault that occurred
nearly two weeks ago behind the
library.
A female student reported to
UNH Police Monday that she had
been assaulted behind while walking from Dimond Ubrary on
Wednesday,Feb.26.
University Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin said the student reported
that she had left the library around 9
p.m. and was walking down the
steps behind Thompson Hall when
she was attacked.
The student had gotten approximately half way down the first
flight of stairs when an unknown
man grabbed her from behind,
Beaudoin said.
Police believe the attacker came
from out of the bushes next to the
stairs, Beaudoin said.
The man twisted her right arm
behind her back, while at the same
time grabbing her around the
shoulder and neck, according to
Beaudoin.
"She felt her shoulder start to
pop," Beaudoin said.
While the man was twisting
the woman's arm, a group of students walking in t11e area started up

the stairs, according to Beaudoin.
"The voices of the students
caused the person to let go of her,"
Beaudoin said.
Beaudoin said the once the
woman was free, she felt her
shoulder pop back into place. She
was treated for injuries at Health
Services, Beaudoin said.
"The injuries were not severe,"
Beaudoin added.
Beaudoin said he did not know
why the woman waited nearly two
weeks to report the incident to the
police. He did say the woman sought
counseling from SHARPP (Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention
Program) before coming to the police.
Beaudoin stressed that the police are treating the case as a simple
assault and not a sexual assault. He
said there was no physical activity
that would classify it as a sexual
assault.
"We want people to be aware
of it," Beaudoin said.
The only description the police
have of the suspect is he is six-feettall, according to Beaudoin.
The police ask anyone who may
have been the area that night to
contact the police. Beaudoin asked
anyone with information to contact
Detective Tom Indelicatio or Deputy
Paul Kopreski.

The stairs behind Thompson Hall are the setting of a police investigation (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

Work-study funds run dry for some students
8 y Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff
Some students are finding out the hard
way this semester that their requests for more
work-study money are being rejected because
of a depletion of federal money.
Jim Kaldy, a graduate student who works
with the plant biology department at the
Jackson Estuarine Laboratory, said he was
denied more work-study money by the Financial Aid Office.
"I was going to be funded for finishing
my thesis through work-study," Kaldy said.
"For the past two years I was supported
by my department as a teacher's assistant,"
said Kaldy. "That ran out. I was planning on
raising money through work-study."
Financial Aid Director Richard Craig
said work-study students are having a hard
time getting more money once they've
reached their financial limits because federal
funds that support the program have been
depleted.
According to Craig, the number of students eligible for work-study has increased
this year. Last year, 972 students received
paychecks from the work-study program.
This year, 1,225 students are part of the
program.
The difficult economic times are making more students eligible for work-study,

Craig said. "There is difficulty getting jobs in
this area, so more people are turning to workstudy jobs;' he said.
Work-study students are funded by both
the grant from the federal government and
money from the departments they work for,
according department officials.
The federal funding for the work-study ·
program has been ·depleted because~:,1e
increase in jobs, Craig said. "This issue is
there's no more money," he said.
Craig said that the money has been depleted in the past, but students are usually
able to get more money once they've reached
their financial ceilings.
Kaldy works for for professor Frederick
Short of the marine ecology and biology
department, which receives a research grant
to employ students to do research for the
department.
"The idea was before I left, I would
publish my work," Kaldy said. "There isn't
enough money to be paid out of the grant. I
will probably be working hourly on a different
project. I will be working on my thesis parttime. Right now I'm full time."
Kaldy said he has loan money to use. But
he said he went to the Financial Aid Office in
February to get his financial ceiling raised.
He said he was told that he could only get
more money through loans.
"I'm only making about half of what I
was making," Kaldy said. Kaldy is one of

three of Short's six work-study students who
were rejected for an extension of their financial ceiling.
"It's been rather hard on us," said Short.
"Several of the students are running out
of money and were under the impression that
they could extend their work-study, but now
they find out that that's not the case," he said.
Anita Klein, an associate professor of
biochemistry and Molecular Biology, said
her department employs work-study students
to do research.
Klein said she does not hire students if
they are allowed a low amount of work-study
money. "It's difficult to invest time and money
to train students and have them work only
part of the semester," she said.
"We have trouble picking up students
whose budgets have run out," Klein said. "It's
a great financial burden to take on."
Rebecca Ingram, a junior, is employed in
Klein's deI_)artment. She said she applied to
the Financial Aid Office to get an increase in
her financial ceiling, but was told that it could
not be raised unless she could prove her
financial situation had significantly changed.
Ingram said she will probably quit her job
before the end of the semester. "When I was
a freshman, I easily raised my financial
ceiling," Ingram said. "They gave me less
money this year."
Dimond Library employs 143 students,
119 of whom are work-study students, ac-

cording to Louise Craig of the library's administration office. She said decisions about
work-study students are made on a case-bycase situation.
The library tries to hire back work-study
students with experience if their work-study
money runs out, Craig said. They are plaid on
an hourly basis from the library's budget, she
said.
The library could not hire all the work
study students this year, according to Louise
Craig.
Ruth Martling, a student supervisor at
the library, said the library has been expecting
budget shortages this year. Last year the
library experienced its own budget problems
and some students had to be let go once their
ceilings were reached, she said.
"Two or three weeks ago, some student's
ceilings began to run out," said Martling.
"We've been careful this year. We've planned
it so that we can take care of those students by
converting them to hourly-wage."
Approximately 10 students will be
switched to hourly pay system, according to
Martling.
Martling said that students may also
convert their work-study plan to a loan if they
need an extension.
Craig said he did not know when the
"I don't know
system will change.
anybody that's real optimistic right now," he
said "Anything's possible."
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Graduation: may
undergo changes
One option calls for department ceremonies
By Pam Briggs
TNH Staff
Students graduating in May end
four or more years of college by
standing in a sea of people who are
collectively recognized as graduates
ofUNH.
This could all change by 1993
if the academic senate passes two
motions that call for smaller ceremonies at the college or department
level.
The academic senate began
looking into restructuring the May
graduation ceremonies earlier this
semester, according to Robin
Collins, chairperson of the Academic Senate's Student Life Council
and an associate professor of civil
engineering.
Collins said the senate based
its proposals on input from parents
and UNH graduates.
One proposal calls keeping the
traditional ceremony, according to
Courtney Moore, a student senator
working with the Academic Senate.
Moore said the larger graduation ceremony would take place
before or after the smaller ceremo·mes.
Diplomas would be distributed
at the smaller ceremonies and every
graduate would be able have his or
her name called out, Moore said.

Dan DiBiasio, interim vice
president for Student Affairs, said it
would be good to structure graduation so that each student gets individual recognition.
According to Collins, smaller
ceremonies before or after a common ceremony is the best way to
make graduation more personalized.
"I have a strong feeling we
should continue with a common
commencement," Collins said. The
larger ceremony is needed for
speakers and to give out Ph.D.s,
Collins added.
A second option calls for
eliminating the large ceremony and
having only ceremonies at the college or department level, according
to Moore.
Graduate students would have
their own separate ceremony. Moore
said.
According to Moore, the second option would make graduation
less time consuming. But he said it
would cost more to have speakers at
each individual ceremony.
Moore said the second option
could create a problem in keeping
the class united. However, he said,
students usually interact the most
with other students who have the
~emajor.
"I don't think it will be that
bad," Moore said. "We're not together as a whole, anyway."

As spring approaches, Durham water has begun to thaw and run (TNH File Photo).

Some students want to
raise activity fee by $2
three years, Byrne said.
Dan DiBiasio, interim vice
president for Student Affairs, said
he supports the decision to raise the
Some students are recommend- fee if the council feels "it is a fiscally
ing thatthemandatory studentactivity responsible thing to do."
Student Body President
fee be increased by $2 next year.
This increase will keep money in a Malinda Lawrence. who was chair
reserve fund that helps student or- of SAFC for a year, disagreed.
ganizations in emergency situations. Lawrence said she sees no reason
This would increase the stu- for an increase.
"Based on my own experience,
dent activity fee to $60.
Charlie Byrne, the business budgets aren't usually spent enofficer of SAFO (Student Activity tirely," Lawrence said.
According to Byrne, the need
Fee Organi:zation,) said he is recommending to the SAFC (Student for an increase will depend on the
Activity Fee Council) that the stu- amount of money SAFO uses by
dent activity fee be raised $2 next the end of the year.
Having a deficit in the reserve
year and possibly $4 the following
year, depending on enrollment and fund could be potentially catastrophic
to SAFO, according to Byrne.
expenses.
Currently, the council plans on
SAFC is made up of all the
business managers of student orga- having approximately $375,000 left
nizations funded by the activity fee. in its reserves by the end of June,
The fee, which supportS 13 or- according to Byrne.
If the student senate approves
gani:zations including WUNH and
SCOPE, has not been increased in the WUNH renovation budget of
By Maria Bassaro
TNH Staff

$105,000, Byrne said the reserve

fund may need more mon~y. He
said this is one of the reasons for the
extra $2.
"The reserves are there as insurance," Byrne said. "The organizations' future depends upon a safe
reserve level, which is around
$113,000."
The student senate is expected
to vote on the SAFO budget on
March 29.
"There are a tremendous
amount of what-ifs," he said.
Don Harley, treasurerofSAFO,
said the main issue on people's
minds is whether or not it is appropriate to spend that much money
on one organization.
Byrne said he supports the
WUNH renovations, the budget for
which was approved by SAFO last
week.
"It's better that the students'
money is used for something instead
of sitting in the bank earning very
low interest," he said.
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Harkin quits
presid entia l race

5

for lack of education spending

The Democratic field in the race for the
By Kimberly O'Brien
White House shortened Monday. Sen. Tom
TNH Staff
Harkin of Iowa, according to senior Democrats, told supporters that he intends to drop
Faculty and University System trustees
from the presidential race. Sen. Harkin
came together Monday and expressed dissatcampaigned as the "real Democrat," stick-·
isfaction with the state for the amount of
ing to an old style of traditional liberalism.
money it gives to higher education,
The state of New Hampshire gives less
money than any other state in the country for
higher education spending, according to
trustee Terry Morton.
Morton, chainnan of the financial affairs
In Japan, a series of bleak economic committee of the USNH (University System
indicators may suggest that Japan's latest of New Hampshire) Board of Trustees, spoke
economic boom may be falling into reces- at the faculty caucus/trustee retreat yesterday
sion. The Bank of Japan released a report evening on state budgeting and how it affects
saying that business confidence has been UNH.
Morton said UNH has always ranked 50
the lowest in over four years. Economists
are also projecting that industrial produc- out of the 50 states in higher education
tion will decline by 4 percent_in the first spending, despite the fact that it has the twelfth
three months of this year. This would be the highest cost of living in the country.
"We don't have a lot of money," Morton
steepest drop since the recession of 1975.
There impending projections have caused said. He said in order for UNH to move to the
business leaders and politicians to plead for 49th position, it would have to increase higher
education spending by 44 percent.
action.
Morton said the state prioritizes prisons,
mental health, and welfare spending over
higher education. "Why isn't education at
least as important?" he said.
John Lacourse , academic senate chairman of UNH, said the faculty hasn't been
In Israel, on Sunday, former Prime happy with funding given
to the University,
Minister Menachem Begin died after a fatal especially in terms
of salaries.
heart attack. He was 78. Begin was one of
"We're losing faculty because they're
the leaders in the creation of the Israeli going to other institution
s," Lacourse said.
state. In 1977 he was elected as Prime
"The
University
is
underfupd
J
r~ ed - seri· Minister and during his tenure Begin se- ously •underfunded,"
said Godfrey Savage, a
cured an historic peace agreement with professor of mechanic
al engineering said,
Egypt and led Israel into, a divisive war in "The state should
be ashamed of itself."
Lebanon.
Morton said that although the largest
expenditure increases in the past few years
have gone for instruction purposes, UNH
may
faculty is still paid less than the faculty at
other schools in the New England area.
"The salary schedule is on average less
than
the average amount," Morton said.
In a series of statements, Israeli govJohn Mulhern, a physics professor, said
ernment leaders have said that they are
considering abandoning their request for the lack of a salary increase has been detriU.S. loan guarantees. The load guarantees mental to the morale of the faculty.
"This is the lowest level of faculty mowere to be used to help resettle hundred of
thousands of new immigrants from the
former Soviet Union. The latest statements
have come from Housing Minister Ariel
Sharon, the man behind the boom in new
settlement construction. He has stated that
the government should give up on the matter and seek other sources for the loan.

Recession may
hit Japan

Menachem Begin
dies at 78

Israel
give up
U.S. loan guara ntees

Student Trustee Matt Newland looks on ~ members of the faculty and University System
trustees disc~ the reasons for UNH's money problems (Nate Rowe/fNH Staff photo).
rale I've seen since I've come here," said
"If the faculty would like to go with us
Mulhern, "and I came here in 1954."
(the trustees) and go out and ask for money
Mulhern said he doesn't think the Uni- we'd be happy to," said Morton.
versity is working as well as it could be to get
Morton said the Board of Trustees asked
increased spending from the state.
for $25 million from the state this biennium,
"I think we should work together for a approximately 70 percent of which would go
better university," Mulhern said. "I think Wie , to the faculty. He said they didn't get it.
should- and we're not."
"Give me more money and we'll give
At the University of Connecticut, the more money to the faculty," Morton said. "If
AAUP (American Association of University we had the ability to write a check, we'd all
Professors) and the administration are ap- write larger checks."
proaching the state legislature together to get
He said the problem of lack of funds is
more money for the university, according to with the legislature and the people who elect
UNH history professor Frank McCann.
its members. He urged UNH faculty members
McCann said that UNH'sAA UPchapte r to approach the legislature to try and get more
has not worked with the administration.
money.
According to LaCourse, the AAUP is a
McCann said he thinks the faculty is
collective bargaining unit at universities across ready and wants to do just that.
the country - essentially a type of union.
"I think there are a large number of
LaCourse said about 260 of the 683 faculty people who are fairly articulate that can demembers at UNH are part of the AAUP.
fend this place," McCann said.

Compiled by George Stafford from
newspaper reports.
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Coast Bus adds new late-night routes
By Jacqueline Wade
TNH Staff
The Coast Bus system has
added two bus routes, giving students who plan to stay out late a new
way home.
Eleven o_'clock evening runs
on weekdays and 10 o'clock eyening
runs on weekends are a new part of
the bus schedule that started last
Monday, according to Dirk
Timmons, manager of Transportation Services and director of Coast.
Timmons said he tried to work
with the student senate to find out
what students want and need from
Coast busing.
Timmons said the senate has
agreed to fund half of cost for this
semester. He said Coast is paying
roughly $2,500, with the senate
paying $1,000 plus advertisirig.
He said he met with John
Cirillo, transportation representative from the senate, every week to
discuss requests from students.
The Senate's most recent request involved later busing schedules that are compatible with the
library hours, according to
Timmons.
Timmons said he surveyed his
drivers to see if they would mind a
later schedule. He said the drivers
were adamantly against two runs,
but agreed to an 11 o'clock run.
"It just started on Monday, so I
don't know the ridership for the
later runs yet," said Timmons.
He said that the late runs would
be beneficial to the student body
even if they weren't used as much
as the early ones.
"It might help curb drinking

The Coast Bus streaks by on its new nightly route (Matthew BeckerrrNH Staff photo).
and driving problems," Timmons
said. It may also allow off-campus
stu~ents to stay at the library longer,
he said.
. "There are a lot oflittle issues,"
Timmons said. "It may help with
classes and labs that run until 10
o'clock on weekdays. It's an alternative, another form of security."
Freshman and others without
cars can now go to a later movie

during the week, Timmons said. "It
helps ·with entertainment and gives
[on-campus students] a chance to
go places later at night."
Paul Runcy, a junior and a Coast
Bus driver, said that people riding
the later schedule would be mostly
students people who have been at
the library studying.

the new schedule includes 11 :05
p.m. runs on Monday through Friday to the malls in Portsmouth,
Dover and Newmarket. On the
weekends,thereisanew 10:05p.m.
run to the malls in Portsmouth and
Dover. There is also a 10: 15 p.m.
run to Newmarket

State senators
shoot down
condom bill
By Lynda Marshall
TNH Staff

A worker at Health Services sells condoms to a student (Tim
BroadrickrrNH Staff photo).

On any given weeknight, the
late bus may pick up five or six
people, he said. "A lot of people
said that they 're interested, but I
don't know how many would actually use it."
According to Matthew Cray, a
senior and a dispatcher at Coast,

A bill that would have prohibited distribution of condoms in
schools to those under 21 years of
age was dismissed by state senators
last Thursday:
The bill was proposed by State
Sen. Gordon Humphrey, who was
unavailable for comment.
According to State Sen. Susan
McLane, Humphrey introduc'ect the
bill in order to get New Hampshire
students to abstain from sex. If
condoms were accessible to students in public schools, students
would not receive this message,
according to Humphrey.
"Sen. Humphrey thought
condoms in schools would send a
double message to students, "
McLane said.
Last Thursday, the state senate
decided which bills would be voted
during this session.

According to
McLane, nobody
moved the bill because "the overall
feeling is that the bill
is incorrect."
Humphrey was
not there to move his
bill because he was
out of town. McLane
Sen. Gordon Humphrey loses condom
said Humphrey could
· restriction battle (courtesy photo).
reintroduce the bill in
the fall.
vor of •a study of AIDS and the
According to McLane, New educational system. McLane voted
Hampshire public ochools presently against the bill because she said she
distribute condoms in a discreet man- believes education and condoms
ner. McLane said ochool nurses use will prevent AIDS.
their judgement in detennining who
McLane said a young woman
will receive condoms, such as thase with AIDS spoke to the committee
students from low-income families.
in an attempt to persuade the state
Humphrey introduced the bill senators to reject the bill. McLane
on Jan. 27, and it was voted on by said the woman told senators that .
the committee on Public Institu- they should do whatever is necestions, Health and Human Services sary to prevent AIDS.
two weeks ago.
"If you could save one person
McLane, a member of the from AIDS, you should," the woman
committee. said it voted 3-2 in fa- said.

Are professi onal athletes o~e.rpaid?

Matti Lilback
Chemical Engineering
Sophomore

Jeremy Collins
Civil Engineering
Freshman

"No, not really, because professional athletes are the
same as actors and actresses. Basically, they're movie stars
when you put them on TV. I think it's reasonable."

"Yes, I think they are. They,:iii:ff@(,f:~~t'biit'fb~y
don't serve the public much. '!JffliM(g~_g{W@:y)pgJ1rnch
money for just playing a g~tif
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"I think professional athletes are definitely overpaid because
they're playing a game. They're not really doing work. Some
people work hard in college for an education and some of these
guys get recruited right out of high school into the pros."

''I feel that professional athletes are overpaid because
_they'r,e more worried about getting paid than they are about
their fans. They should play professional sports because they
want to, not for the money."

By Chris York
TNH Sports editor
Opinion

and Nintendo. The money some of these guy,:ml:11m.t:l:Ifm.@M~~:mal athletes. There probably always will be. People
baseball, basketball and football is beyond m.i:mffl-ltl:J:I~#.ffiyl9rts. They like to spend a Sunday afternoon watching
ing. To think that a man can make over si:~OOQJJ.IU(:f~ff:]pij]fflAon CBS. They like to come home from work on a

P~~~ look at it etlliCfilly, it's a llllllilllllltd~~~~; ~:~;c;::~ru~n:~~~
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that these men are making millions of dol~[!ijp)ij1i,E{J)ffogjljijW g Fen way Park on a summer night for a game and
while the men and women who are eduqm~gg!:i@lilimt.lJ::I:#.:tW&iiit».~4.s wake up now on Saturday mornings to watch
in this country have to pick up a seconi{ffiflj~)a]mliti[D.iI:J.ijiJ.4.ifoi:W.ayne Gretzky, and Michael "Air" Jordan, in
:ffi®:~:!~J~t the JJO.wers of evil.
ends meet is outragoous.
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professional athletes entertainers. If Michael Jackson is
being paid millions to tour the world and perform before
the masses, then what's wrong with Michael Jordan wanting big bucks to put on his show in arenas around the
country.
People want to see Jordan and they are willing to pay
$25-$3~ a seat when he and the Chicago Bulls come to the
Boston Garden or Madison Square Garden or the Forum in
Los Angeles. Poople love Jordan. You can't go into the
sports shop at the mall without seeing Jordan's face and
name on tee-shirts, posters.sneakers, duffle bags, jackets;
the list goes on.
There is a thriving market out there for professional
athletes, just ask Bo. "Bo knows." If someone is willing to
pay an athlete the salary that he wants, then all the power
to that athlete. Get what you can while you can .
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Phi Kappa -Theta
makes"'",Cardiae · :,.. ·
Arrests/' brii:igs in
$2,003 for charity
Compiled by
TNH Staff
A few arrests by Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity Friday led to over
$2,000 for the American Heart Association.
Phi Kappa Theta held its third
annual Cardiac Arrest on Friday in
theMUB. Theeventrais edthemost

money in the three-year history of
the event, according to RogerOrben,
the fraternity's philanthropy chairperson.
"It was a great success," Orben
said.
Fraternity brothers "arrested"
certain members of the administration and forced them to "post bail"
by calling local business and asking
for donations.
James Grant, the fraternity's

secretary, said the brothers threw
Dan DiBiasio, interim vice president
for Student Affairs; Fred Schnur,
vice president for Finance and Administration; and Betsy Parente, the
greek advisor into a mock jail.
Schnur managed to collect the
most bail, according to Orben. He
said the vice president made $27 5,
which included some of President
Dale Nitzschke's bail. Orbon said
Nitzschke wasn't able to attend.
All fraternity and sorority
presidents were arrested and forced
to post bail, Orbon added. All managed to raise at least $50, he said.
Orbon said his goal for the
phone-a-thon was $2,000. The
seven-hour event raised $2,003, he
said.
The fraternity has been ·contributing to the American Heart
Association for three years, Orbon

VP for
Fred Schnur, VP for Finance and Administration; students Roger Orben, Darren Guy and David Schnur· Dan DiBiasio
Student Aflairs; students Mike Noke and Mike Perkins at Friday's Cardiac Arrest (Tim Broadrick/ TNH Staff photo)'.

said.
"Heart problem is the leading
cause of death in America," Orbon
said. The philanthropy allows the

greek sy~tem to pitch in its "two
cents worth" on the subject, he
added.

"We 're going to keep doing
this and hopefully raise more
money," Orbon said.

ARE
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PDT-TIME Olt SUMMER jOJf·. - .

Spedal One-w.dt Day Coane--Mar. 16-20
Limited nroDme11t, call or write for Free ~ure.
·. NB03857

Jeannie Mitchell of Stoke housekeeping raises bail at Phi Kappa Theta during Friday's Cardiac Arrest
fundraiser. (Tim BroadrickffNH Staff photo).

•Beware lists in campus bathrooms
raise questions about their fairness
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Wednesdays and Fridays
111 I p.m.

said. "Everybody has bad dates."
"First constitutional rights (of
men) have to be taken into considname out in the open."
anonymous, eration, " said Stapleton. "But I
Remaining
women write the men's first name, mean, men write things about
last name and sometimes the titles women on their bathroom walls, is
or positions the men hold. What that any different?"
"I can see legitimate reasons
caused the women to write the
names does not appear on the walls. why a woman who has been abused
"I think t}ley' re doing it because would be afraid to come forward,"
these women have been sexually said Jon McCormack, a UNH stuassaulted," Stapleton said. "They dent. "But a beware list could be
want people to know, to have their easily used in the wrong way.
There's hardly any comfort in the
feelings validated."
Chris Bums-DiBiasio ·of the legal system, but that's the only
Affirmative Action office stressed way to do it - file a complaint."
Kari Bagshaw, a UNH student,
that the first step toward ending
sexual harassment is reporting it to thinks the idea behind the beware
lists is excellent.
the right people.
"The fact that I'm a woman
"Writing on a wall won't do
that," she said. "Tell someone who puts me in a lesser position physically," Bagshaw said. "I feel the
can do something about it."
UNH student Dan McGary lists are beneficial. Men aren't the
compared the ideology behind the ones who are afraid to walk to their
"beware" lists to the Salem witch cars alone at night."
Bagshaw said that if she ever
trials. "I think its awful," McGary
met a man on the list, she would

From page 1

probably not date him.
"I think there's more validity
because of the underground ness,"
she said. "I trust women and the
fact that there aren't very many
names makes me believe that they 're
telling the truth."
Some people are less than enthusiastic about the lists.
"It's blacklisting men," said
Luke Martel, a junior. "Some
women just have a vengeance for
men and youcan'tdisti nguish who's
telling the truth and who's lying."
''!t's slanderous and discriminatory against men," said senior
Rochelle Hickmon. "It's one
person's opinions against someone
else's. You never know, the woman
could be half the problem!"
"(The lists are) not against the
constitutional right of men," said
Melissa Raphael, undergradua te
representativ e of the President's
Commission on the Stat us of
Women. "Anyone can write whatever they want."
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Diversity groups on campus can now. apply for funding
Student senate passes bill Sunday to allow groups·to submit applications/or 1992-93
By Todd Tukey
TNH StafT
At Sunday's student senate meeting, a
vote determined that diversity groups on
campus are now eligible to submit a request
after the regular deadline for funding from
SAFC (Student Activity Fee Council.)
The bill passed 31-15, receiving the
majority needed to pass.
The bill will delay the deadline for all
organizations, in this case the diversity groups,
to seek funding from SAFC for the 1992-93
school year.
The groups affected by the vote were the
Campus Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance, the
Native American Cultural Association, the
African American Alliance, theJ ewish student
organization (Hillel) and the Hispanic stu-

dent organization (ADELA).
Although the groups missed the Nov. 1
deadline for submitting applications for
funding to SAFC, the bill will suspend current by-laws to allow the groups to submit
requests for funding.
Student Sen. Juan Heath, a member of
the Native American Cultural Association,
stressed the importance of diversity groups
on campus.
Heath said that the Native American
Cultural Association's budget wouldn't even
make up twopercentof the total SAFC budget.
"It's not like it's going to make a huge dent in
the million dollar budget of SAFC," he told
the senate.
Heath said diversity groups, including
the Native American's, missed the application
deadline in November because of lack of
communication.

Student Body President Malinda
Lawrence urged members of the senate to
vote against the bill, citing problems with
getting the SAFC budg~t in by the March 15
deadline.
It does not look like the SAFC budget
will be completed, even without the new
requests from the diversity groups, Lawrence
said.
Lawrence said it could take weeks to
redo the budget.
"What is being asked is to set up a special
procedure for just these few groups," she
said.
Lawrence said that changing by-laws
could lead to future problems.
"By-laws are there for a reason," she
said. "Suspending them at this time is just not
a responsible thing to do."
Other members of the senate felt that the

problems and extra time involved in fixing
the budget were worth the effort
"Let's do the right thing," Chairperson
Mark Fischler said. "Let's help these groups
out."
When the tally was announced, mixed
reactions filled the room. Many members of
the diversity groups and the senate cheered
and applauded, while others sat silently.
"We 're very excited that we have this
opportunity," Lisa Couture, member of the
Campus Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance,
said.
"I think that this will give students the
opportunities to learn about the issues of
these groups," Couture said.
Cristina Frias, a member of Hispanic
student organization said, "I'm very happy
about the results because the diverse students
here at UNH need to be heard, too."

Western culture influence ebbs into Russia,
according to assistant professor of history
By Laura Snyder
TNH StatT
Cathy Anne Frierson, assistant professor
of history, said Western society has influenced
Russian culture.
Frierson spoke Friday on the changing
values in Russia and the country's slow
transformation toward a Western society.
''The current [Russian] society represents some cultural values prohibited seven
years ago," Frierson said.
Western styles and methods are being
incorporated into Russian society, Frierson
said. She listed openly publicizing pornography and AIDS as examples.
Store fronts, such as McDonalds and
Pizza Huts, are other examples of the changing
culture in Russia, Frierson said. "The Western influences are obvious," she said.
Russian professor Aleksandra Fleszar
said the education system is becoming more

like American school systems.
She said individual schools have changed
their set program to accommodate the trends
toward business and managerial economics,
computers and a liberal arts programs.
A new, Western-influenced issue has
recently surfaced and is affecting the envi:r
ronment. Frierson described Moscow as a
"hell hole", overcrowded and polluted, and
the whole country as in need of a massive
cleanup.
Frierson said it will take a minimum of
five years of "extreme hardship" before the
country will be able to run smoothly under the
new system.
Thomas Trout, a political science professor, said he thought five years was "too
optimistic." He said the transition stage could
possibly outlast Yeltsin's time in leadership.
Not all of Russia has been caught up in
the new trends, Frierson said. Some of the
smaller towns show no signs of
Western influence yet, though cultural influ-

ences from the bigger cities takes longer to
reach the more rural areas, she said.
Frierson 's book, Peasant I mag es in Late
19th Century Russia, from Oxford University Press will soon be available. She is currently working on Fire and Arson in the Russian Village, 1861-1914. Frierson has been
a fellow of the Russian Research Center at
Harvard University, a visiting Scholar at the

Harriman Institute at Columbia University,
and a Henry Rutgers Research Fellow at
Rutgers University.
Sponsored by the UNH Center of International Perspectives, "Changing Values in
Russia" was the fifth talk in a series of a twoyear cycle from the New Hampshire International Seminar series.

No Lon el" Anon~mous
Wanted:
If you are an artist, come celebrate your talent and
those of other women.

Tuesdag, Rpril 21

Second Hnnual Coffee House
Entertainment Center, ffiUB

Photography, artw·ork, poetry, music.drama all
welcome!

Contact us in Room 108, IDUB
or call 862-1191 to sign up.
-~lit#
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Durham's railroad tracks wlll soon be in mud season (Michelle RaymondffNH Staff photo).

Sponsered by the
Women· s Issues Resource Center
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Professor traces minority
impact on the sea industry
In the 19th century, ships were crewed
by white men, free African-Ame rican men
and slaves alike, according to Bolster.
In the South, slaves were sometimes
captains aboard small, coastal vessels and
they presided over a crew of slaves, Bolster
said. African-Ame rican sailors were often
junior officers on whaling ships, he said. But
for the most part on large merchant vessels,
African Americans were sailors, cooks and
stewards.
Opportunities for African Americans in
shipping business declined afmerchant
the
said.
Bolster
1850,
ter
job
many
from
minorities
of
The exclusion
said.
he
decline,
the
caused
opportunities
By the early 20th century, AfricanAmericans made up "a pretty marginal sector" of the merchant shipping industry, Bolster said. But they did continue to hold Lheir
own on whaling ships, he said.
Though Bolster 's book is not due out for
at lea'il another year, he published an article
on Lhe same subject two years ago, which
won two awards from the Organization of
American Historians. Bolster al o received
a fellowship from the Museum of American
History in the Smithsonian Institution.
Bolster gives lectures at schools and
maritime museums in the eastern United
States. He is also looking into coordinating
a traveling museum exhibit expressing
America's maritime past.
Bolster said he will probably be teaching a maritime history course at UNH in the
future.

By Julie Leavitt
TNH Staff
A UNH professor is shedding new light
on America's maritime history by revealing
the large role minority men played in the
seafaring industry of the 19th century.
Jeffrey Bolster, an assistant professor of
history, is writing a book titled African
American Seaman: Race, Seafaring Labor,
and Atlantic Maritime Culture, 1750-1860. In
this book, he explores the "crucial role people
of color played" in the merchant shipping and
whaling jndustries.
Bolster said he wan ts to show America
an image of the seafaring industry that was
racially-integ rated from the beginning.
A former sailor, Bolster became interested in the subject when he was working on
his graduate school paper.
While sifting through federal documents
containing crew lists of 19th century ships, he
aid he found detailed accounts of sailors'
personal backgrounds. Bolster said he found
a history of African- Americans sailors that
had never been mentioned before.
For Bolster, this discovery was "something that cries out to you to be explained."
"Seafaring jobs were one of the three
most important occupations for free men of
color in the North," he said.
"Jobs aboard ship were not prescribed by
race," Bolster said. Men received the same
wages for the same job, regardless of skin
color, he said.

Professor Jeffrey Bolster, an ex-sailor, may teach a maritime history course at UNH
in the future. His new book is due out sometime next year (Matthew Becker/TNH
Staff hoto).
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you '11 be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer. Loan.
It'll be time well spent:
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The new Apple" Macintosh" Classic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
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life real life.
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It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system thafs ready to help you get
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Introducing thr Vlacintosh Classic II.

For more information and to see the latest machines stop by the University Technology Center
in Thompson Hall 9 am - 3pm, Mon -Fri or visit the Macintosh demo on March 1O• 1Oam - 3pm
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Spring
Celebration

11

ICE HOUSE TOO

by Jeffrey Shepard
Now that we are into the month of
March, we can look forward to Spring.
After all, the first day of Spring is officially
March 20, and as March comes in like a lion
and out like a lamb, we should be expecting
some beautiful weather.
The best thing about this season is the
growth. Everything seems to grow. We
have green grass, trees with leaves, flowers
blooming, and all sorts of little creatures
scurrying or fluttering around. It is the kind
of season that makes you happy. Blue skies,
puffy white clouds, and colorful gardens.
We can stop and take in all the beautiful
scenery our Grounds and Roads department provides us with.
We' 11 find the trees between the PCAC
and Dimond Library blossom in white and
red, talcing turns for each to show off its
color. We 'II find patches of flowers nestled
in the landscape and bushes from many
breeds. We'll also find rare trees from all
parts of the world coming to life in their
own unique way.
And just as varied as the landscape,
we 'II see the bright neon shorts and colorful
Salty Dog T-shirts. Wi 'll see the flowery or
tie-dyed skirts, shirts and dresses. Cut-off
jeans, visor-caps and tank-tops. Black T's
to soak up the sun and keep you wann.
We'll also be able to see the different kinds
of socks people wear.

Of course we' 11 be trekking through
mud for a while, wearing our hiking boots,
work boots, duck shoes, or combat boots.
It's really cool to see the different combinations we get with boots. I delight in
seeing different people wear work boots
with wool socks and shorts, combat boots
with skirts, duck shoes with no socks or
hiking boots with argyles. We have such

variety on campus.
Andthatgoes foractivitiesas well. There
will be football games and frisbee throws,
volley-ball games and hacky-sack. More
people will be running, biking or walking
through College Woods. There will be more
peoplehangingoutintheMurklandcourtyard
or other places, just gathering and talking,
and of course people will be keeping up with
their studies by reading, writing, or doing
problems while sitting under trees.
All these things will be an exciting part
of Spring, but there is something I hope to sec
more of, and that is the arts. It would be great
to see small acoustic groups sitting around
and playing music. How about a string or
wind quartet or perhaps a jazz combo or two?
How about mixed singing groups? It doesn't
necessarily have to be put on by the music
department, although they have done a great
job with this kind of thing, but it would be
wonderful to see small groups forming and
playing spontaneously.
What about poetry readings? What about
painters and other artists? What about theater?
I know COSA does a great job, can they
perform more? How about other actors and
actresses? What about dancers?
The thing is, I think Spring is an excellent time to get out and enjoy life. Enjoy the
weather, enjoy the scenery, enjoy your
clothing, enjoy your athletics, and enjoy your
arts. I know that we are at college to study and
get that degree, but in the larger scope of
things, we are in this world to live. We may
exist for some reason and we may each have
our beliefs as to the meaning of our existence,
but at the base of all of our existence is this
one common root of life. So celebrate that
root of life and get out and enjoy the beautiful
season of Spring. Let's make our campus one
hell of a happenin' place.

FREE ORDER OF REGULAR
FRENCH FRIES WITH ANY
SUB DURING DELIVERY
HOURS ONLY

Call to see "7hat our hotnetnade
soup and chowder of the day is
868-1146
9 Madbury Rd
(next to Scorpio's)
Business hours: lW.on-Sun, 1. 1.-1.0
Delive,y hours: lW.on-Fri, 5-1.0
Sat-Sun, 1.2-1.0
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Random Writings is a column written by TNH
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otherwise useful and respectable work at this
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pay em pIOy ee s what they' re
Worth: Mak e us prou d

The campus should be proud.
When students spoke up, the administration
listened.
Last Friday, 27 angry chemistry graduate students met with Otis Sproul, dean of the College of
Engineering and Physical Science about a proposed
25 percent cut for their summer stipends.
Sproul listened to their complaints and did a
very responsible thing. He gave the students back
the pay cut.
They deserved it.
Graduate students do research. Some are
working toward getting their doctorates. The students make their own proposals for research, and
are granted money to do it according to the proposal.
This research helps UNH. If chemistry grad students are qualified, then they will reflect well on
UNH.
If the school won't pay the grad students enough
money to survive for the summer, then the brighter
grad students won't be attracted here. UNH's research will suffer with fewer bright grad students.

ETTERS
Final response
To the editor:
This is my final response concerning the issue of a woman's reproductive freedom and the term
"sacred ...
I must give you some credit: Your
response was quite eloquent, very
smooth, almost convincing. But not
quite. You dance around the true
issue. I did not misread your comments, nor did I misunderstand. You
feel a woman's reproductive freedom is not a sacred one and you use
a quote from a dictionary to support
your statement. Really, can't you
move.beyond the concrete and into
a more poetic state of mind? Perhaps
a more spiritual state of mind? This
may not be a completely "right or
wrong" issue to everyone, but this
is quite clear to me and millions of
other women-my right to choose,
OUR right to choose (despite what
we choose), is a freedom we cherish
and are willing to fight for. It's
really depressing that we need to
fight for this freedom at all.
But if you cannot move away
from the technical, from a two-dimensional view-point, I do have
something to say.
In ancient cultures, the woman
was worshipped for her ability to
bear children. Statues of goddesses
were created to re present the
culture's immense awe for her fertility and reproductive ability. Unfortunately, our culture seems to
have lost this awe and this goddess
religion has almost vanished. But I
DO accept these ancient cultures'

Not giving money to chemistry graduate students is
just one sign of a chain reaction at the University
that can only result in sacrificing the quality of
academics at UNH.
Don't administrators realize that not paying
faculty and students will only lower the standards
of academics here at UNH? UNH faculty has made
us proud in the last few years. Poet Charles Simic
and political science professor Laurel Ulrich won
Pulitzers. Part of a satellite designed by University
researchers went up into orbit.
While our faculty members continue to reach
for higher achievement, their pay doesn't change.
According to Academe, an annual publication that
compares salaries of colleges based on figures
submitted by schools' administrators, UNH faculty
salaries are 9 percent below other New England
state schools.
Nine percent.
Luckily, a lot of our quality faculty members
stay here despite the pay differences. But how long
will they stay before they get disgusted?

(that's plural) viewpoints asmy own.
Thus, my reproductive ability--thus
freedom--is actually sacred to me.
Obviously your "God" and my
"God" are not of the same nature.
There are some groups of
people trying to steal some of
women ·s power, some of our freedom in decision making. But there
is an even larger group unwilling to
hand this power over. But religious
freedom is something I DO have--a
freedom you cannot take away--so
you cannot say I am wrong. Thus,
"sacred" is an appropriate term to
use here.
Jessica Puglisi
UNH Junior

Police reponse
To the editor:
I was extremely bothered by
some of the things Officer
Desrosiers said in TNH2/28/92, "On
Patrol with the University Police."
First of all, I have a vehicle very
much like the one that was described
in the article. It has Grateful Dead
stickers oo the sides, and a bumper
sticker that says "Love· animals,
don't eat them." When_l bring my
car to school should I expect to be
pulled over by Officer Desrosiers
and have my car searched for drugs?
That certainly seemed like a reasonable expectation after reading
the article. 'See this one here?' he
asks and points to a red Jeep with a
rainbow dancing bear stickers across
its front window and one of a skull
on its hood, tell tale signs of a deadhead. 'If we pulled this one over for
a traffic violation we might also
check for drugs or at least be suspicious.' So, should I take a razor
11

11

blade to my window slickers so I
can avoid being harassed and insulted by the University police? It
sort of sounds like it, huh? I am not
a druggie. A lot of people who share
my interest are not druggies. A lot
of people who seem perfectly average, are druggies. I just like a
special kind of music. It sounds like
a stereotype to me, like Polish people
are dumb and Jewish people are
cheap. You know Polish people
aren't dumb and Jewish people
aren't cheap--some may be, but I
bet the same percentage of white,
Asian, and black people are too.
The other thing that bothered
me was "a girl's fake crying routine
won't impress Desrosiers." What
the heck? I was pulled over once for
speeding. I was 17, I had had my
license for almost a year and I was
scared. I was alone in the car, in a
dark, wooded area. The first thing I
did was lock the the doors and then
I cracked the window to slip my
license out to the police officer. Yes,
I cried. I couldn't help it, I was
shaking too, and I wasn't putting on
fake hysterics, in fact I have to
admit I was embarrassed at the
physical reaction my body was
having to an experience that n;ientally frightened me, I could barely
talk. Now I look back on it and
laugh al myself, but at the time I was
pretty shaken. So, maybe it's not all
so fake, sir. With all the stories of
rape and violence, especially on a
college campus, I think any young
woman would be a little frightened
of a stranger, a man, stronger and
bigger than her, carrying a gun. I'm
not saying you shouldn't distribute
tickets for violations that are obviously deserved. I am suggesting
that maybe you should be a little

Instead of proposing to build a new multimillion dollar sports facility center, the administration should find some money to raise faculty
salaries and graduate students' stipends. Do we
really need a$180,000visitori nformation center or
$100,000 for a new park in the lower quad more
than we need quality educators?
This is supposed to be a school right?
Some faculty members are already disgusted.
And they should be. No matter how tough the
economy here at UNH is, the administration needs
to find money to pay its faculty.
Likewise, the administration needs to find
money to pay the chemistry graduate students not
just this summer, but every year.
Dean Sproul
said next year, cuts will go through for the chemistry graduate students. If the administration values
the quality of academics here at the University, it
won't cut the graduate students' stipends next year.
Continue to make us proud, administration.
Can you afford not to?

less quick to assume that people arc
trying to lie and use falsehood to
manipulate their way out of situations. Some of your comments
seemed a little arrogant to me, if
you genuinely care about peopleand you are in a profession that
indicates you do--it is necessary to
be empathetic also. Perhaps in both
situations, you should be a little less
quick to judge, and a little more
down to earth.
Lynne LaFlante
UNH Student

Broad
stereotypes
To the editor:
I am something of a deadhead
and theownerofaredJeep. Proudly
displayed in the windows of my
Jeep are stickers of dancing bears,
skulls, animated skeletons, phrases
such as "Space Your Face?" and
even a rose-encrusted wagon wheel.
You might have guessed that I go to
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The word on Groo ve Child
By Jeffrey Shepard
TNH Arts Staff
It is very important to be wary of
Groove Child.
However, if you prefer a rawsounding hard rock with some bad-ass vocals, Groove Child is the band to see.
Lead singer, Jeff Bibbo, has been
known to make a lot of noise and a lot of
trouble. He sings with an attitude and struts
on stage. Theband's music is very heavy and
the guitarist Bryan Kilough plays with a lot
of distortion. Drummer Andy Lanoie bangs
awfully hard on the set sometimes and bass
player John Laccese moves his head around
when he plays.
The band played last Friday night
at the Speakeasy in Portsmouth and put on
an energetic show despite the small crowd.
People were dancing, the lights were flashing and the screen behind the band showed
scenes from various movies as well as footage of the band. They played a straight set,
even though Kilough broke two strings and
switched to acoustic guitar. Despite the temporary guitar change, the band'sdriving sound
kept people dancing.
It's hard to define Groove Child's
sound.
Kilough has studied strictly jazz
for his 10 years of playing guitar. He lives
and breathes it. As Bibbo said, "He doesn't
listen to anything but jazz." Kilough does
use distortion, but he never gets lost in it, like
some heavy metal guitarists. In fact, when he
switched to acoustic guitar his guitar lines
flowed just as melodically as before, as if he
was supposed to be playing acoustic.
During the jam at the end of their
show, Laccese held a jungle-like bass line
while Kilough let his fingers glide all over
his fretboard. The melodies that came out
were phenomenal. As Laccese said, "Bryan
is just insane."
On the alternative end of the sound

spectrum, Lanoie's subtle style gives the
music a natural rhythm. During the jam Lanoie
and Laccese were right on top of each other
rhythmically. When Laccesse went to a
change, Lanoie had already anticipated it and
put in a transitional lead-in. However, during
the band's regular set, his crafty use of toms
and cymbals, especially the china board,
brought the songs to a height of power.
But none of the music would be the
same without the noisy and troublesome
Bibbo. He arches his back in his Joe Crocker
fashion and sings his songs with his highly
unique style. His lyrics are extremely catchy,
although most of them are in unprintable
slang, and his attitude on stage is purely badass.
The band seems almost intimidating when it perfonns, but the band i are
really down to earth. They enjoy meeting
new people and as the band manager Eric
Weston said, "I encourage people to talk to
them." Weston even went as far as suggesting
people "stop by when they jog or drive by.''
The future of Groove Child looks
very promising.
"We have a definite focus on what
we 're going to do," Weston said.
He mentioned putting out a CD,
getting gigs out of state and trying to make a
lot of money.
"I don't want to commercialize at
all," Weston said.
"We just was to keep it going as long
as it's new," Bibbo said.
They are coming out with a CD in
late March or early April,according to Bibbo.
Hopefully it will attract the attention of major
record companies. Bibbo said there's been
some interest in their music by a few major
labels that are going to see Groove Child
perfonn when they play out of the area.
"We hope to get out of state," Bibbo
said. "We want to try to get down to Boston
and New York."
With all this emphasis on spreading

Jeff Bibbo of Groove Child (11m Broadrick TNH Staff Photo).

out, it may seem that the band is forgetting its
roots. However, Bibbo said it isn't true.
"We want to try to get more gigs on
campus," he said.
But the band thinks it is harder to
get gigs on campus, especially since its mu-

sic has an alternative sound.
"But we're not really progressive,
not really alternative," Bibbo said. We have
such a wide
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So, whe re in the wor ld is
Carmen San die go-?
By Tammy L. West
TNH Arts Staff
With the knowledge of geography
among USA students on the decline, PBS
has launched a series dedicated to teaching,
cultural awareness, and geography.
Where in the World is Carmen
Sandiego, seen locally on WENH Channel
11, is based on the widely popular Carmen
Sandiego computer games by Brouderbund
Software. The show premiered in September of 1990, and it is co-produced by WQED
in Pittsburgh and WGBH in Boston and is
shot in New York City.
''The computer games gave us a
good start," says Kate Taylor, co-exectutive
producer for WGBH. "But the challenge
was to transform them from interactive
computer play into entertaining television."
The premise of the show revolves
around notorious crime boss Carmen
Sandiego and her gang of criminals. Each
day a new landmark, such as The Eiffel
Tower, is stolen by a member of the gang.
The three contestants begin the game by
answering questions based on clues delivered by world band radios. Other clues are
taped onto tacky souvenirs of certain cities
or places. A rap-singing grandmother and
the occasional guest, such as Debbie Gibson,
Penn and Teller or Sally JessieRaphael,also
help out.
The two highest-scoring players,
having isolated the gang member to a certain
town, move on to a second round involving
the final track down of the loot, a warrant for
the crooks arrest, and ultimately, the crook.
The winner of this round is then "tipped off'
by the arrested ganbmem ber as to the whereabouts of the "Boss."
The final round involves a large
floor map of the continent where Carmen
Sandiego is hiding. The contestant is then
asked to identify seven countries where
Carmen has traveled, with a time limit of 45
seconds. Winning contestants are rewarded
with a free trip to anywhere in the continen-

tal United States.
"One in four Americans cannot locate the Soviet Union or the Pacific Ocean
on a map of the world" says Taylor. "The
show is designed to help address that problem by making geography accessible, challenging and fun."
Aiding the contestants in their
search is actor/comedian/juggler Greg Lee,
a 29-year-old Nebraskan and former host of
Nickelodeon's Total Panic. Lee "works"
for the "Chief' of Acme Crimenet, actress
Lynn Thigpen.
Music, in a break from traditional
gameshow musical format, is provided by
the four-man acapella group Rockapella.
Says Lee, "We see ourselves as a
straight game show. That's why we like it.
Another aspect of it is that it's getting kids
interested in learning about the world."
Getting kids motivated also means
getting them involved. Senior producer
Harvey Blucmcnthal visited several San
Rafel, California schools asking students
who have played the computer games or
seen them played what they'd like to see in
a Carmen television series. The seven crooks
making up Carmen's gang were developed
by students, who also thought the show
should be humorous but "nothing too sloppy."
The final round was also developed in a
brainstorming session with 12 year olds, the
original map drawn on a school playground.
Kids on the show.aged 11 to 14,are
from the New York City area and must pass
several geography tests. A typical day on
the set will begin at 7 a.m. for cast and crew.
At IO a.m ., the first of four daily shows will
be shot. This sometimes leads to practical
jokes and other mishaps.
"Clothespins on people's backs is
the most popular joke" says perpetrator Lee.
While all involved see the show as
"just a game show," kids are also seeing it as
a source of knowledge. One California
student, upon viewing a promotional "mall
show" done by the cast,said that he liked the
way the show "tricked him into learning

'The Chief" and host Greg Lee look for clues(courtesy Photo).
geography."
Notes producer Taylor, "We believe we've developed a unique and winning format that we can continue to build on
in future seasons."
"Kids nowadays are more mature
and not as naive as kids when I went to
school." says Lee, "Whenever we do clues,

we want to give them a taste of different
cultures. We don't want them to think that
just because an informant isn't speaking English that they're strange."
The series will complete the second
season of taping, and return with new adventures and even wilder clues, later in the year.

Yoko Ono
will attempt to step
out of her late
husband's shad ow
with a new album.

Wh at do you wa nt to be
wh en you gro w up?
By Steven Salmeri
TNH Arts Staff

"I would like to play some role in
creating an education that helps more students ma.kc the most out of their opportunities
here ... There's so much potential in everyPresident Dale Nitzschke
wanted to be a priest before he began his
one," he said.
career as UNH president. Before that, he
Durham Police Chief Paul Gowen
wanted to be a cowboy.
wants everyone to know he hasn't grown up
The question,
yet.
"What did you want to
When he was little, he
be when you grew up?"
wanted to bea tractor trailer
was asked of University
driver, because his father
"stars", to find out if the
was one, he said
big-shots at UNH can be
Gowen said that he served
fun-loving.
in the military and the miliNitzschke said,
tary police and decided that
"When I was really little,
being an officer was for
I wanted to be a cowboy.
him.
. .I'm 54, and I grew up
"I like my job," Gowen
in the age of Gene Autry
said, "It's one one those
and Lache Laroo. They
things I got into and found
rode those neat looking
I liked working with
horses, shot bad guys.
people. It's interesting."
They were heroes."
As a young officer, Gowen
"Then, I started
worked long hours, into think I wanted to do
cluding nights, weekends,
something where I could
and holidays. He said that
help people," Nitzschke
the tough hours were the
said. He said he started
worst part of his job.
thinking religon, as he
Gowen said he couldn't
was a mass server, a
spend any normal time with
faithful churchgoer and
his family because of his
was learning Latin.
rotating shift schedule.
In
college,
If he could do anything,
Nitzschke joined a semiGowen said, he would like
nary and spent his first
to "visit old tromping
two years studying to be
grounds." He would just
a priest, he said.
·
like to revisit some places
"Mom said that
likeEuropeand the Far East
she would love to have
for sentimental reasons.
one of her sons be a
Gowen said that the he
priest--she had five
"enjoyed investigations,
sons," Nitzschke said.
especially the lengthy rape
Coming from a "little
and murder investigations
bitty community, little
that we solved."
old women wanted to
In the science departmem,
send Dale Nitzschke
Stacia Sower is happily
away to coBege to bedevoted to her work.
come a priest," he said
Last fall, Sc,wer won a Nalaughing.
tional Science Foundation
Interim Vice President Dan "Slugger"
But Nitzschke
Award to Women in SciDiBiasio (Courtesy Photo).
realized that vocation
ence and Engineering Facwasn't really his calling.
ulty.
He realized that after graduating college, he
"They were winning back then," he
When she was little, she said she
just wanted to teach. But, he said, he didn't said fondly.
wanted to be a marine biologist, influenced
get very far.
DiBiasio said that playing baseball by Jaques Cousteau and pictures of marine
"A professor got me an assistant- inelementary school caused him to look up to biologists at work that she had seen in the
ship to go to the University of Ohio, to go to and idolize the major league players. But fifth and sixth grade. She was also interested
graduate school and become a guidance later in years, he changed his mind, wanting in becoming an astronaut because her dad
counselor," Nitzschke said.
instead to be a doctor, motivated by a desire worked with NASA.
"It's people and the relationships to help others.
/
Sower said that she enjoys her job,
we establish with other people that really
But DiBiasio's fantasy profession and that she "worked with the right people,
determine the directions we take in life," was to be a Broadway singer, brought on by had excellent advisors in college and graduNitzschke said. "I was fortunate that I had his involvement with singing in choirs in his ate school."
great role models."
younger years.
Sower said that there are amateur archaeolNitzschke said that the worst part of
"Then I got real at some point and ogy groups in Utah and she is going to volunhis job is the paperwork. As he signs the day '.s decided education was the way to go," he teer her time ata canyon where the Freedmont
correspondence, he said that there is an in- said. DiBiasio said that education was in his Indians lived.
credible amount of mail coming and going gene pool, and it was basically a family
From another point of view, Malinda
from his office.
tradition.
Lawrence is trying to hold onto her childhood
"It's the desk part I enjoy the least,"
His job, too, is hectic. In his little dreams.
Nitzschke said.
spare time, DiBiasio likes to write. He has
If he could do anything in the world, published a few research pieces but nothing
Nitzschke said, he would like to "satisfy all else. DiBiasio said he'd like to have "more
the needs of UNH, so that people who work time to think" and that lacks of control over
here have all they need to do the very best at the calendar or time to be contemplative.
their job." Wishfully, he said that if he could
If he could anything, DiBiasio said
raise salaries, get state-of-the-art equipment he would like to make a contribution.
and buildings, and adequatly staff the Uni"In a general sense, (to) make a
versity, he would be in heaven. But he knows difference, believe and know the work you' re
better.
doing is something that helps others," is
For himself, Nitzschke would like DiBiasio's wish.
to do some international travelling, which he
would thoroughly enjoy.
Dan DiBiasio wanted to be a major
league baseball player. When he was growing up, the interim Vice President for Student
Affairs, wanted to play for the Cleveland
Indians.

See Growin'
Up on Arts
Page H

John ny Rott en igni tes
Pub lic Image Limited
By Chris Carney
TNH Arts Staff
He has
been called one of
the most immoral
men on Earth -- a
man determined
to undennine its
moral foundation.
He has been called
an inspired rebe is
attempting to
change the fabric
of society. He has
been called a musical and cultural
genius who has an
uncanny grasp of
the world and the
way it works.
Whate vcr you call
him, John Lydon
or Johnny Rotten,
he is rock icon,
and one of the
most influential
men, for good or
bad, in the history
of rock music.

a

Bursting upon the
unsuspecting
disco culture in
1977 ,Never Mind
Bollocks
The
Here's The Sex
Pistols enraged
some, excited
others and terrified most. Lydon
admits that there
was no far-reaching plan to change
the world behind
the Sex Pistols.
"Oh, everybody thinks that the Sex Pistols
were some highly worked out artsy-fartsy
nonsense. But nonsense was all it was. It just
happened. Somebody saw me wearing my "I
Hate Pink Floyd" T-shirt and asked me to
rehearse for this band." It may have been
nonsense, but it changed the face of the music
industry, and to some extent the world. The
"pissed-as-hell" attitude held by Lydon has
made him one of the most hated and one of the
most respected men in the music industry.
Known for such viciously cynical
songs as "God Save The Queen" and the to
often imitated "Anarchy In The U.K.,"Lydon
stirred up and epitomized the anger of a
generation of young people. Lydon attacked
aspects of society that no one had attacked
previously. He saw little good and much evil
in the world and forced people to take notice
of him, and consequently of his subjects.
History has shown that the Sex Pistols' influence has gone much further and
lasted much longer than anybody would have
expected. The "Punk Revolution" may be
over, but its effects have not dimmed. It is
unlikely that any aspect of American popular
culture has been untouched by the anarchy of
the Sex Pistols. Whether this influence is
beneficial or not is another question and is
also somewhat irrelevant. Everything from
music, to movies to sandwiches have dealt
with Lydon or other members of the Sex
Pistols in some way.

Public Image Limited (Courtesy Photo).
In 1978, the Sex Pistols broke up lem. He suggests that these attempts to conduring their now notorious North American fine creativity and expression is what leads
tour. Lydon was suddenly without a job. He many to drug use. Acid drops, Lydon states,
quickly recovered however, and proved that are sour candy drops, which he ate as a kid,
he did in fact have talents beyond the ability and have no relation to LSD. His lyrics sugto repulse and horrify the conservative ele- gest that he expected such misunderstanding.
"Who censors the censor, can I do that myself/
ments of society.
Make up my own mind like everyone else/
·
emerged,
In 1980, John Lydon
You read but missed my plot/ You only see
name,
real
his
under
slightly more refined and
what is not."
that
Limited.
Image
at the forefront of Public
The high adrenaline surge provided
PIL,
acronym
the
by
Commonly known
of "Lucks Up" is somewhat
music
the
by
alternative
the
in
force
a
been
the'bandy has
lyrics discussion of suicide.
the
by
contained
responmostly
was
Lydon
that
music scene
of writing a totally
incapable
seems
Lydon
theband
years
subsequent
12
the
sible for. In
song.
pleasant
instrongest
The
albums.
many
out
has put
"Emperor" is ·an amusing journey
clude a debut Public Image and later albums,
into the mythos surrounding Lydon. He still
Album, Happy? and Nine.
The band's most recent album That is unable to understand why he is idolized. He
What Is Not is a collection of happy, pop attempts to dismiss it as a passing fancy.
songs and harder edged, punk songs. Com- Fourteen years is a long life for a fancy.
plete with an absurd hairy tongued cover, Perhaps Lydon is unwilling to accept the
That What Is Not is a typical PIL album. To status he has because he never went looking
say that it is typical simply means that there for it. It was just thrust upon him.
That What Is Not is not PIL's best
are no boundaries that constrain Lydon. He
will deal with anything, and pretty much album, but it is worth purchasing and will be
a quality addition to any record collection.
doesn't care what people think of him.
Lydon continues to be one of tht
Contrary to appearance, "Acid
Drops," the first, and one of the albums best primary conductors of the high speed train
tracks, is not a discussion of drugs or drug known as alternative music. We wait, with
use, but a talk on censorship. To Lydon, the anticipation and a bit of fear to see where it
attempt to control people's thoughts is more will stop next.
disruptive to the society than the drug prob-
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Coming Soon ...
Sigourney Weaver fights for her life on a prison planet in Aliens3.
'------------------------------------'

Petitions to appear on the ballot
for the

THINGS YOU MIGHT BRING
BACK FROM SPRING
VACATION

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT/
STUDENT BODY VICE PRESIDENT
ELECTIONS

xually transmitted disea
matching coral bracelets
a few bruised ribs
twelve rolls of film
a wrecked car
funky flip flops

are now available in the
Student Senate Office
R111. 130, MUB
For more information, see Andrea Chechile
or Jen Pepin, or call 862-1494
Deadline to Die petition is Friday,
March 27, 5 p.m.

crying eyes
funkier shades
crutches
seashells

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
THINK SAFE ON BREAK

a baby

a tan
Sponsored by: The Division of Student Affairs, Campus Activities Board,
Kap_pa Sigma, Student Senate, The Office of Residential Programs, The Office
of Health Education and --Promotion, Health Services, and PROJECT SAFE
SPRING BREAK

Durha
~:=-====11Fitness
Center
is now offering

students

memberships!
Expires May 27, 1992
at

DURHAM FITNESS CENTER
13 jenkins ct., durham, nh 03824

NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS
AWARENESS WEEK!
INFORMATION AND DISCUSSION OF
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Wednesday & Thursday Events
------------FACULTY - STUDENT BROWN
NTSO MEETING
BAG LUNCH
Senate Room 7:00 p.m.
Senate Room 12 p.m.- 3 p.m.
Wednesday, March 11th

Wednesday, March 11th

:===============================!--------------'
ROUND TABLE DISSCUSSION

Administration, Faculty, Traditional, and
Non-traditional Students discussion. Carro]
room 12:30 p.m. Thursday, March 12th
Sponsored by UNH Non-Traditional Students Organization, 862-0113, Rm 136A, MUB
PFO Funded
ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN NON-TRAD ISSUES

Attention Graduating Seniors!

Would you like
to be ateacher?
Start this summer.
The Institute for Teacher Certification and Professional
Development at Franklin Pierce College offers an
intensive Teacher Certification Program
for College Graduates.
• Elementary Certification (K-8)
• Secondary Certification (8-12) in: Art, Biology,
English, French, History, Mathematics, Social Studies
(Anthropology, Sociology, Psychology),_Spanish

rwl'

i

Loan and scholarship opportuniti
Housing available
New Hampshire Certification
Reciprocal with 29 States

Franklin Pierce College,
Rindge, New Hampshire
For information call TOLL FREE(SOO) 437-0048

Murder and
myste ry at dinne r
By Deanna Durnam
TNH Arts Staff
Not many murders happen in the New England Center
while patrons are enjoying dinner.
But on April 10 and 11 a
murder is going to happen.
The students in the Advanced Food and Beverage Management Class are planning a
gounnet dinner, and the theme will
revolve around murder, intrigue and
suspense. Everything on the menu
will be healthy.
Last Wednesday night, the
class gave a test dinner to get
feedback on its menu.
After the test dinner, the
class decided to stick with the same
menu, adding more flavors to cer-

lain courses.
Everyone agreed the best
tasting hors d'oeuvre was spinach
with melted mozarella cheese on
toast, which we were told was the
worst thing health wise on the menu.
Another popular appetizer was the
spicy boiled shrimp with raspberry
dipping sauce. The class got rid of
the applesauce soda bread, which
was kind of bland and not that
popular with the diners.
The appetizer was a spiced
chilled flounder with dill and dijon
mustard. The class changed the
flounder so it is no longer spicy,
since spices didn't really come
through. Diners also asked for more
sauce, and the class agreed to put it
on for the real dinner. Diners
mentioned the fish needed ome

If you don't have
the moneyto
fly to London,
useyour
imagination.

--

Or use your four color Xerox™ copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-0 graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simp~ put, we're having acontest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to f~ Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The
designer will not on~ win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get achance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the Untted States. Not abad deal. If you want more V1rg1n A11an11c Airways
Take us tor all we ve got
information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit

Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.
Design a poster for Virgin Atlantic Airways and you may win two free round-trip Economy Class tickets to London. Tickets are good for one year. Mail your poster submission to Korey, Kay &
Partners, 130 Fifth Avenue, 8th floor, New York, NY 10011, Attn: Poster Contest. Be sure to include your name, your school name and address. Entries must be postmarked by May 1. 1992.
Winner will be notified by mail on May 15, 1992. Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not apply. Posters will be judged by acreative panel of Korey, Kay & Partners
and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality. One entry per person. Maximum size 19w x 247 All entries become the property of Virgin Atlantic Airways. Contest open
to matriculating students only. Employees and immediate family members of Korey, Kay and Virgin Atlantic Airways are ineligible. Other restrictions may apply.

color, and the class will be adding a
garnish to add some.
The soup was a eight vegetable millet soup, which diners said
was thick and hardy and would make
a great lunch. However, we wondered if it was appropriate for a
gourmet dinner. It was bland, and
diners at my table asked for salt,
which ruins the idea of a healthy
meal. For the actual dinner, the class
will be preparing the soup with a
chicken stock, more spices, and
more broth and less vegetables.
The next course, a fc ttucin i
with tomatoes and mushrooms, was
a winner. Diners suggested leaving
I.he grated cheese on the table instead
of having a waiter come around
with it. At the actual dinner, the
green pasta will be a spinach and
pepper pasta and the white will be a
pepper pasta, to give the dish more
flavor.
The next course, a kiwi
sorbet, had a colorful strawberry
garnish. The sorbet tasted just like a
kiwi. The class wanted to know if it
was too tart, but no one thought so.
Some diners felt the sorbet was a
little bit too soft, but sorbet shouldn't
be frozen solid either. The class is
going to try and make it a liuk
firmer for the dinner, but the class
doesn't want it to be frozen solid.
The cntree was a grilled
chicken with ginger peach relish, a
sweet rice with mustard seed and
asparagus. This course was the
spiciest of the dinner, and people at
my table commented they must have
saved it for this course.
Diners either loved the rice
or hated it. It was sweet, and several
people wondered where they found
it. The class is going to make the
rice less sticky and try to add more
flavor.
No one suggested changing the vegetable choice of asparagus. The class is just going to add a
red pepper garnish for color.
The salad had three greens,
adicchl, romaine and argula, with a
creamy garlic vinaigrette dressing.
The dressing was popular, but
people suggested adding a little
something else to the salad to give it
more color. The class will also add
roasted legumes to the salad for the
actual dinner.
The dessert was a strawberries with balsamic vinegar and
honey dressing and a goat cheese.
The class changed the named to
glazed strawberries and got rid of
the cheese. The cheese was strong,
and if a diner did not like goat
~heese he or she might not like the
cheese. Egg whites wrapped in little
mushrooms, called timbale, will
replace the cheese.
Diners mentioned they
would like to see more more "Wow"
to the dessert. As a result, the class
plans to put a chocolate covered
strawberry in the middle of the
surrounding strawberries.
Tickets for the mystery
dinner will go on sale after spring
break in the MUB ticket office.
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Ive . . mceeing oo sI e contests
ater o ey a I
Swim Relays * Bellyflop Contests * Climax the Day with
Summers Se Contests

UNIV. NEW HAMPSHIRE PARTY Monday, March 1 6th
Free Spring Break '92 T-Shirt with paid admission for
above college students between 7pm-8:30pm with proper
college 1.0.
Enjoy Summers Drink Specials!

:

[w

6 Bars to erve ou.. . us event
eaven
[formerly Fury) Ft. Lauderdale's Hottest Rock &
Dance Band

To Keep You Partyin' All Night!!!
UNIV. NEW HAMPSHIRE PARTY Monday, March 16th
One Free Bar Drink, Draft, or Soft Drink Good From 7pm-B:3Dpm Nightly
(Limit one coupon Per Customer)
Summers on the Beach- 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. Fort Lauderdale, FL
[located 1/2 block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A1A) For more information
Call 305-462-8978
Admission Poli : 18 & older alwa s welcome

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
PHOTO GALLERY

TNH PHOTO GALLER
WANTS YOUR PHOTOS!
PLEASE SUBMIT WORKS OF ART
ORINTERESTTOMUBROOM 151.
PRINTS ONLY PLEASE. ALL PHOTOS WILL BE RETURNED

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY MARCH 10, 1992

Diversity and ignorance: a response
By John F. Fitzgerald
Prof. Political Science
Yet again, Mr. Cordell
taught me something in
his essay, "Ignorance and
Diversity" (TNH,Feb. 25,
1992). But I must also
admit, for the sake of
clarity, that he did not
teach me what he set out
to teach. In paraphrase of
the artful Chesterton, diver ity is not bad; in some ways it is
far too good. The diversity movement is propelled by wild
and wasted virtues. When a po1itical and moral system such
as the inalienable rights doctrine of the American political
system is shattered, it is not merely the vices that are let loose.
The vices wander about wildly, but the virtues wreak the most
havoc. The diver ity movement is full of old We tern, and
hence American, virtues gone mad. Openness as understood
by the devotees of diversity is simply a mad and extreme
combination of natural right and Christian tolerance. It is that
imp le, but Ifcar I have not made myself clear enough. Today
one is declared illogical when his arguments are tedious. It is
as if all complex issues can be judged by the commonplaces
the lazy carry about in the their heads.
I have never explicitly claimed a moral or maxim as my
own in The New llampshire, Mr. Cordell's comments notwithstanding. I have also never claimed Prof. Brown's
position as my own. I conserve no political tradition, neither
this tradition nor any other. I question everything. My
defense of Dr. Brown rests on a premise that I trust is easily
grasped: those who attack Western civiliz.ation do so with its
own creations. Many of us chide ~est.em culture as the
product of dead, European males, but employ the concepts of
alienation, exploitation, human rights, equality, democracy,

cultural relativism, and openness when criticizing it. These
concepts are the creations of dead, European males, and it
would illuminate this conflict if their creators were read with
more care. Moreover, when the critics of Western culture tum
their eyes toward the world, they judge it with these concepts.
They do, of course, a natural thing. If you appraise other
cultures with these concepts you cannot claim to be truly open
to them. Condemning another culture, such as Kuwait, for not
granting equal rights to women marks out one's position as
anything but open to the relative dignity of another culture.
Prof. Brown's position is not only more logical, but less
hypocritical. He believes diversity's proponents do a stupid
and pernicious thing. They attack the open society and its
principles thereby undercutting their own arguments. One
may complain that this society has not lived up to its own
principles, but such a complaint would be meaningless if its
principles were merely conventional. For example, Prof.
Brown averrs that America has not lived up to its principle of
equality. He chides us for our prejudices, but he can consistently do so because he believes equality before the law to be
ab olutely good. If he saw equality as merely a cultural value,
his arguments would lose their bite. What fool would commit
himself fully to a cause that is merely contingent?
To put it more simply still, if all truth is relative to culture,
as we have been taught, then there are no absolute truths. A
culture may just as well choose slavery instead of equality. A
cultural relativist cannot declare a slave society evil without
contradicting himself. If all values are relative, there is no
compelling reason why one might not choose cannibalism.
Now, one could say that cannibalism would violate the human
rights of a hypothetical dinner. Perhaps so, but the argument
for human rights comes from the Western perspective. If its
truths operate for its culture only, then the cannibal has as much
right to his values as we have to ours. A stout heart might
contend that we cannot judge the cannibal by our standards. I
guess that holds as long as the stout heart is not dinner. I can't

imagine he would hold that position if he were. But I fear
that sounds somewhat irrelevant, so I will address a few of
Mr. Cordell's comments directly.
Mr. Cordell argues that a "sizable number of us want
change, progress, and peace." Progress to what end? If all
truth is relative, as Mr. Cordell asserts, why should anyone
adopt his subjective notion of progress's objective? The
notion of progress seems to have died along with the belief
in absolutes. He also claims that "the more peaceful and
positive among us will encourage change." O.k., but how
does he mean positive? If all values are truly relative, how
can he claim something is positive and another thing negative?
Change toward what end? This contradiction is not resolved
by insisting that positive progress means greater openness.
If all values are relative, then diversity itself has no greater
value, positive or otherwise, than prejudice. From a consistent relativist's perspective, one should note, societies that
encourage war are neither better nor worse than those that
aim for peace.
Mr. Cordell is evidently a brave man. His words
reverberate with courage and pride, and I respect him for
doing what I imagine to be a difficult thing by admitting that
he is a homosexual. I doubt, however, that he 1s to be taken
at his word. If all values are relative, then he cannot logically
condemn another society that represses homosexuals. It
would be, by his own understanding, the will of the powers
that operate therein. It's their choice, so to speak. But if
tolerance has absolute validity, one can condemn persecution wherever it manifests itself. The issue of tolerance leads
us back to the madness of the present age. Tolerance can
only have meaning where people believe in something. In
the new dispensation, there's nothing to tolerate where
everything goes. Tolerance driven mad by relativism created
our new virtue openness. And tolerance's corruption is a
metaphor for all that ails the present age.

''On patr ol with Derric Ama dio' '
By Denic Amodio
UNH Senior
Friday, Feb. 28
9:45 a.m.
UNH student Buckminster Fuller (that's me) steps out
onto the road and stretches his thumb. At this point, I'm a little
hopeful; nothing bad has happened yet today. The world has
shown me no cause for alarm in the20 or so minutes I've been
aware of it. Soon, after one mile and 14 passing cars, I'm a
little more edgy. I like to keep a good outlook about the
general quality of human compassion and understanding, so
I make up reasons for the drivers who don't stop. The last two
were late to class. The one before that had a traumatic
childhood experience at Disney World, and my Mickey Mouse
sweatshirt subconsciously put the fright on her. Five cars ago
the driver was a husband returning from a rendezvous, with no
desire for a witness to his whereabouts. Finally, a housemate of
mine stops for me and brings me to
class. The first class slides by without a trace.
11:21 a.m.
Second class of the day, philo ophy of law. The topic turns to
th i ue of fidelity to law. How
does law and morality converge?
What foundation i la based on,
and wh
·
?
La i
ts

bution for those with the "wrong" ideas. You know, lots of
people got persecuted for what they did, read, and thought in
their spare time.
12:15 p.m.
The topic then swings to the laws of Nazi Gennany. Sure,
now we can see that they were wrong, but what happened to
folks who thought differently at the time? The Nazis had quite
a fantasy filling their little brains, but history has proved one
thing: a gun and a jail cell will instantly make one person's
fantasy another person's reality. Lots of folks have been seized
and confined in our own country for disobeying certain popular fantasies. Drinking a home brewed beer in the comfort of
your own living room would at one time buy you a jail cell.
Your costly equipment would decorate an evidence room. and
God forbid if you spoke out against the persecution of aJ1eged
communists in the50's. That was instant justification for an
investigation. Privacy? Free Thought? Not if you insist on

1:04 p.m.
Somehow, the old conversation gets rekindled. What of
the Nazi guard, the law-appointed slave catcher, the prohibitionist cop, the fellow citizen who fires an employee because
that employee has been reading Marx in his spare time? We
would have no difficulty saying that what they have done is
immoral. In fact, we would all like to assure ourselves that
future abuses will not occur. And now, after those particular
horrors have passed, we prohibit similar actions. No longer
may the police investigate you solely based on the communist party sticker on your car. Affiliation in a social or
political group is no longer an acceptable cause for search.
No longer may you be jailed, your property seized and
proudly displayed, because of your indulgence in alcohol.
No longer are your entirely personal actions and decisions
met with the sickening vigilance of those oppressed to your
views; views about what is and is not acceptable to do with
your spare time. Hell,
you even have the right
to publish opinions
opposing the political
nonn without (much)
fear of retribution.

" No longer may the police investigate you solely
based on the communist party sticker on your car.
Affiliation in a social or political group is no longer an
acceptabl e cause for search. No longer may you be
jailed, your property seized and proudly displayed,
because of your indulgenc e in alcohol. "

th tance that ' La i
la makers (the people in
ple ith guns and badges)
t the la mu t be reason; principles of the society.
ly grounded" means that all men are free bile
upporting legal Javery was one example of contradictory
laws. Another was claiming freedom yet proclaiming alcohol
prohibition. A third was disallowing women the vote.
McCarthyism was a legal feast of injustice, with harsh retri-

speaking out for freedom.
12:50 p.m.
an r over to Stilling to pick up ome lunch. till
ct· cu ingthemoming'stopic . Myrosyoutlookonth edayand humanity-ha been shot. As I round the corner near
Sawyer I pot a
H blue and white, parked aero s from
Stoke. Seems as though someone needs a hand getting into a
locked car. My assessment of the species goes up a bit. At least
we do have some folks who are helping, not hindering their
fell ow humans.

1:28 p.m.
Lunch ended,
and I felt good again
abouthumanity. We've
cornea long way, I fell
1y journey home wa
quick-a guy in a
Toyota picked me up and brought me right up to my house.
I ent in and sa Friday's paper on the floor. Sitting in the
afternoon sun, I flipped it open.
1:33 p.m.
I went back to bed, nauseated. Maybe tomorrow will be
better, I hoped.
Derric Amadio is a Senior Philosophy major who is
unconvinced that evil will triumph in the world. He urges
everyone to think things through, and be vocal about freedom of all kinds.
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proposals will improve life within
Grateful Dead shows as often as I New Hampshire.
The state tax rate of a business
can. I go because I appreciate the
th
for the health care needs
pays
that
not
creative talents of e Dead,
th
th
and their depenemployees
its
of
ere.
drugs
be
will
because ere
rida
1
28
Y, Feb. , read an dentsshouldbereducedtoSpercent.
On F
The state tax rate of a business
article in The New Hampshire entitled "On patrol with the Univer- that produces within New Hampsity Police." To say the least, 1 was shire at least 75 percent of the
offended by the contents of this products that it sells within New
Hampshire should be reduced to 5
article.
A reporter from the TNH spent percent.
Dividends should be indexed
the day wi th Sgt. Paul Desrosiers to
explore the daily happenings of a for inflation.
Colleges should be allowed to
UNH police officer. At 8:05 p.m.
2
stock in businesses that
own
,Desrosierspointsouta
l
on Feb.
st
products in New
manufacture
Jeep bearing Grateful Dead ickers
to his passenger:" 1f we pulled th is Hampshire for sale within New
one over for a traffic violation, we Hampshire and in other places. The
might also check for drugs, or at businessesshouldhavetopaytaxes.
least be suspicious.' He admits The colleges should have to pay
that'sabroadstereotype." Yes, Sgt. taxeswhentheyreceivedividends.
Desrosiers, that is a broad stereo- Jobs would probably be created.
type -- one you should be ashamed The colleges would probably be
more self-sufficient Tax revenues
to admit to.
Apparently, Sgt. Desrosiers would probably increase.
Banks should be allowed to
conducts his job as a University
up to 10 percent of their deinvest
in
close
stereotype
this
with
servant
mind; after all, nine out of 10 times, posits in businesses. Bank(s) should
people with Dead stickers on their not be allowed to own more than 10
car are druggies. Is this the phi- percent of a business' stock.
Racism and religious hatred are
losophy that all University Police
Officers drive around with? If so, wrong because they have caused
perhaps the University should re- the deaths of many people. Many
consider the ability of its police people have died in the religious
force to successfully carry out their war that is taking place in Northern
Ireland. Many people have died in
job.
Pull me over when ever you India because of racism and relisee me driving around campus, gious hatred.
Property taxes should be reSergeant I will be happy to show
you that there are no drugs to be placed by service fees based on
found in my truck, on my person, or yearly income and usage of service.
in my body. If you pulled over a People can not pay property taxes
BMW 735i or a Ferrari 328, would when they do not make money.
The state tax rate of a business
you assume that if they can afford
such a car, they must also have that spends at least 1opercent of its
some cocaine with them? How yearly sales on new plant and
about a driver with red, puffy eyes. equipment should be reduced 5
Would you assume the person has a percent.
New Hampshire should
bad cold or perhaps has recently
cleanup the environment and resmoked some marijuana?
In an article run in TNH on duce its dependence on oil. At least
March 3 entitled "Busted," the same 5 percent of state tax revenues
Sgt. Desrosiers spoke of numerous should go into an environmental
drug busts around campus. My trust fund. At least 10 percent of
congratulations on a fine job, but state tax revenues.should go into a
tell me, are nine out of 10 of those public transportation trust fund. The
state tax rate of a business that ob'"'~ people Deadheads?
tains at least twenty-five percent of
Patrick J. McGowan its energy needs from alternative
Graduate Student energy sources such as solar energy
production panels should be reduced
five percent The state tax rate of a
business that obtains at least five
To the editor:
I believe that the following percent of yearly sales from solar

NH changes

NEWMARKET

energy production panels, electric
powered vehicles, and/or pollution
control equipment should be reduced 10 percent.
Combustionenginesshouldbe
built that produce electricity when
alcohol is burned.
Pollution control technologies
should be sold that can trap carbon
dioxide that is produced from the
burning of alcohol and petroleum.
Thelivingstandardsofthepoor
and the middle class would probably
increase if the state tax rate of a
business that has an employee stock
ownershipplanwhichownsatleast
25 percent of the business' stock
and pays out dividends which are at
least 5 percent of yearly sales was
reduced 5 percent.
At least 5 percent of state tax
revenues should go into an infrastructure trust fund.
A government should provide
a person with just compensation
when it takes his/her property.
A government should provide
a person with just compensation
when it tells him/her that he/she can
not use his/her property.
Kenneth Scot Stremsky
UNH Senior

Have a
Safe break
To the editor:
As a member of Project
Safebreak, I find it encouraging that
in my strolls around campus, I see
many people carrying around their
Safebreak packets. These packets
(put out by the Project Safebreak
committee) contain such useful information as car maintenance tips,
emergency hotline numbers and
information about indoor and outdoor tanning. The packets are currently being distributed from various campus locations.
I am writing this letter for two
reasons. First, congratulations both
to members of the Safebreak committee for getting useful information out to the UNH community,
and to students who have chosen to
spend their spring breaks responsibly. Spring break means different
things to different people. For some,
it is a chance to travel home and
visit family members; for others, it
is a chance to catch up on neglected
studies. But for the majority of us,
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To the editor:
I have really enjoyed the
changes in TNJI this year, specifically your increased coverage of
campus events and student bodies.
The information you provided on
the MUB Board of Governors is an
example of this. You pointed out
that the Board of Governors is finally coming into its own as a
guiding force on the UNH campus.
With representatives from commuters, residence halls, Greeks,
alumni, faculty and more it seems
well equipped to provide input into
MUB policies and upcoming Phase
II renovations. Your article on increased student power raised the
issue that the future of student power
rest in the hands of the students
themselves. If they run for the positions currently being offered in a
variety of areas, they increase the
ability of bodies, such as the MUB
Board of Governors to continue
functioning for and by the students.
Who knows, maybe we'll even get
new seats for the MUSO movies!
Please keep us informed. Thank
you.
K. Alexandra Sawyer
MUSO

To the editor:
I am writing in regards to the
article about the fire in New
Hampshire Hall, published Feb. 25.
This article, by far, was the most
poorly written one of its kind. And
obviously was never proof-read or
edited. I'm not claiming that I could
do any better, but the editing staff
should not have let this one through
as it was. Anyone who has passed a
college-level English class could
have caught the numerous mistakes.
I enjoy reading The New
Hampshire paper very much (especially letters to the editor) and I do
hope that this was only a one-time
occurrence.

$5 off Regular Perms normally $45 and up
$1 Ooff Spiral Perms normally $60 and up

-~-~

Sue Reid
Student Body Vice President
Andrea Chcchilc
Executive Officer

Editing errors

Manicures $8

*Call to reserve trailer & truck rentals

fflBBC.:l!il

To the editor:
We are writing in response to
the article by Kevin Gray titled
"Pending Problem: What Happened
to New Sports Facility." We noted
several obvious inaccuracies regarding the results of the referendum
question posed last semester by the
student senate. Although it is true
that 70 percent of the students that
voted favored the construction of a
Recreational Sports Facility, only
50.1 percent of those voting actually
approved the assessment of a mandatory fee of $50 PER STUDENT
PER SEMESTER to construct and
maintain such a facility. When the
fee came to the student senate for
endorsement, many factors were
taken into consideration. Because
the referendum results regarding the
fee did not clearly demonstrate it
was in the best interest of the students, we voted accordingly. When
one considers thatonly20percentof
the student body voted in this election, and 50.1 percent of those students favored a fee, the decision for
the senators was a difficult one. We
would have been acting irresponsibly had we endorsed this fee. Since
no efforts have been made to procure

I 0% off Body Waxing

*Packinar supplies, boxes, dollies, & furniture pads

outside funding, and because there
are many students on this campus
who can not afford an additional
fee, the Senate could not in good
consciencesupportsuchameasure.
ltsimplyisnotinthebestinterestof
the students at this time.
We assure you that every possible effort to elicit the opinions of
the students was made by the student senate. Unbiased informational
forums were held at several locations on campus and were publicized in advance. In addition,
senators spoke to their constituents
as much as possible without making any auempt to sway votes either
for or against the facility.
We hope that by writing we
have cleared up any inaccuracies
concerning the student senate's actionregardingtheStudentRccFacility and the proposed fee.

Student Senate Covering more
events
response

Helping to prepare you for
Spring Break
WITH THIS AD, RECEIVE:

■bes

----one-way and local---

Amy Papaioanou
Project Safebreak

Full Service Salon

"Your One Stop Moving Center"
• Mini-Bins all

spring break is a time to let loose,
relax and forget about all stressors
(especially those related to academics!).
Project Safebreak would like
to remind all st udents that it is not
enough these days to try to be careful; the practice of responsible driving, tanning, drinking a nd sexual
habits has become essential to both
one's physical and mental wellbeing. It is important to keep in
mi nd th at spring break not only
involves a lot of good times, it involvesa lot of choices as well. Please
keep this in mind in whatever you
do. As a st udent, I can honestly say
that I am counting th e days until I
can pack up and head south for a
week; 1 can also say th at 1 look
forward to everyone's (including
my own!) healthy return home to
good old UNH.
Enjoy yourselves, and please
sta Y safe.

1

Lara Meitin
UNH Student
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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ROBOTMA ® by Jim Meddick
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Make sure your road trip proceeds "Without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. □

It'.s all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Its the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back •

. our card~

□

on all the long distance calls you make with

The AT&T Calling Card It' the be t route to wherever you're going.
•

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
• Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Cans with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by special

~~ti~l~~~ plans are not included.
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WASHINGTON
CENTER

For lntemwps and
Academic Seminars-

Washinton
Internship
Info. Session
Education

T

The Arts

Social
Setvices

All Majors Welcome

Health
Care

LAWAND
SOCIETY

Research

When: March 26, Thursday
Where: McConnell Hall, Room 312
Time: 12:30 - 2:00 p.m.
Deadline for Fall Semester is April
15, 1992 For more information call
Janice, Evan, or JoAnn Kelly at
862-3309

12 Month Lease
With All Utilities
Included!

Some 9 Month
Leases .
May Be Available

DURHAM RENTALS FROM
$190.00 MONTHLY
659•2303
Call Today

•
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HELP
WANTED

~

NEED A CHEAP WAY OUT
WEST OVER BREAK? DRIVE
MY '87 HONDA TO THE SEATTLE, WA AREA, I'LL PAY
GAS, YOU GET YOURSELF
HOME. ROOM FOR A FRIEND/
PACKAGES/SKIS/ETC. CALL
ANDREA 868-2237. COME ON,
LIVE A UTILE.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-

MEN'.t - fisheries,

Earn $5,000+/

month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program, call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
1505.
Models wanted for Poster and Calendar work. Call 603-424-9330 or
212-439-1127. Folio is a member
of International Model Scouts Association.
Looking for some hands-on business
experience? The New Hampshire
is looking for a mature, dedicated,
and motivated individual for Business Manager next fall. Come see
Shauna in room 151 of the MUB or take an application from the door.
Get the most out of your college
experience!
Earn$1,CXX>/wkathomestuffingenvelopes!H.xinformation,pl~send
SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box
67068U, CuyahogaFalls, OH44222.
Helper for handicapped person for
the summer. $6.25/hr to start. No
experience necessary. Call Dan 6924764.
CLEAN WATER ACTION "Making a Difference" -Secure your
summer job during Spring break.
The nation's No. l environmental
lobby is hiring and training our outreach staff in Portsmouth. Work to:
Encourage recycling, Promote responsible growth, Increase citizen
participation in government. Earn
up to $3,000 this summer while
making an impact on our planet's
future. Call 430-9565. EOE.
***College grads: We are also
hiring for full-time career positions.

I.La
•

SERVICES

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there for $169 with
AIRIDTCH! (Reported in Let's Go
& NY Times) For details:
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.

DECORATED CAKE! Custom
decorated toyourorder. Low Prices
- Terri 868-5465.
WORD PROCESSING - FAST
AND ACCURATE. $1.50 PER
DOUBLE SPACED PAGE. SPELL
CHECK RESUME SERVICE
ALSO AVAILABLE. CALL
DIANA NOW! 659-2359.
Guitar Lessons - All styles - relocated New York City professional
with much perfonnance and teaching experience - B.A. in music.
Reasonable Rates. Rob 749-4264.

WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
SKILLS
Can you type? WordPerfect~ instruction; group/individual; flexible
hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
Boyle 659-3578.
SUMMER JOBS -Earn$$$, 100+
pages booklet lists thousands ofjobs
in US. Room, board, airfare provided. Foreign students welcome.

EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK. Send $10 cash or check to:
National Student Financial Planning Service, P.O. Box 390085
Cambridge, MA 02139.
SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES Available NOW!! Let our local
student reps show you the secret.
Details: l-800-222-5742ext 53023
(24 hours).
Word Processing. Excellent quality,.next-dayretum. $1.65perpage.
Call Diane 942-5881.
Need a button or zipper replaced? A
seam resewn? Call Heidi at 8629047. Fees minimal, any extra materials in cost

1981 Toyota Corolla SR-5, 2-door
hatchback. Reliable, economic
transportation. Maintainence
records provided. New clutch.
$950/Best Offer. 868-3833.

35 meal plan. Has not been used.
Sells for$ 187. I'll take $120 or BO.
Call Lindsay - 862-5572.

ILOST AND FOUND I
Navy blue LL Bean backpack taken
from Stillings on Wed. 2(26 during
dinner. Please return its contents especially my keys and glasses! $20
no questions asked. Stillings box
5367 or call 862-8215.

HOUSING
SEPTEMBER - MAY RENTAL
HAMPTON BEACH. Three bedroom house fully furnished. $500/
plus utilities 617-246-14 31 after 6
p.m.

Need aplace to live? Sum mer -Fall
rentals available. Dover + Durham
Locations. Fischer Agency 7426242. One, two, three bedrooms.
Dover
-Three bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath in a restored colonial. $595 month includes heat and
electricity.
-Four bedrooms, den, living room,
kitchen and bath $795 month includes heat and electricity.
-Five bedrooms, den, living room,
kitchen and bath $695 month. Lease
required, no pets. Call 742-7908
between 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
September to May rental. Hampton
beach. Three bedroom house fully
furnish, $500 + utilities/month
1-617-246-1431 after 6 p.m.

Improve your riding skills this year!
Beginners thru F.E.I. train the
classical way, licensed e4ucator with Strafford Place - adjacent to the
teaching degree, competitive back- New England Center - features inground in dressage and eventing. clude: singles, doubles, apartments,
Flatwork/jumping in luxurious in- micros, refrigerators, laundry fadoor facility 25 minutes away. cilities, TV & study lounge, offFlexible scheduling, working stu- street parking - stop by our office at
dent possibilities. Gail Harrington 14 Strafford Avenue for rates and to
· inspect or call 868-2192.
603-394-74441.

I mi.. FORSALE
1985GolfGTi:Goodcondition,new
tires, exhaust and shocks. Want
quick sale, only asking $2,250. Call
John 742-6126.

Rooms for rent. Cheapest place on
campus. Room & board, call Chris
or Al 868-9859. $1,438 per semester.
LOOKING FORAROOMMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network.
UNH students. Referrals only or
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
info: l-800-643-2643.

tance to campus: Rooms, Student
Units, Studios, and 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Many properties inelude heat and hot water, off-street
parking, laundry.and extra storage.
Call now to guarantee a reservation.
(603) 659-2303.
Summer and Fall Housing: 4 & 5
bedrooms, kitchen & living room,
two bathrooms. One mile from THall in quiet locations with plenty
of parking. Lease and security deposit. Call Elaine at 335-2686 days
or 332-2568 evenings.
Kyreages Inc. Rentals ta1cing names
for priority listings - school year
'92-'93 call Lou 1-207-439-1304.

CometorecruitmentmeetingWed.
Mar. 11, 8 p.m. HS 41 or call 8621165 for info.

SRING BREAK on MARTHA'S
VINEYARD. Hiking, camping,
UNH ropes course. Offered by
FIRESIDE. Call Matt 868-2467 or
Heather 868-5557.
Send second bus to April 5th march!
Pay $20 deposit by March 13th
Mail/drop at 202 Hetzel. Students
for Choice.

CARIBBEAN ONLY $189
Roundtrip air to somewhere sunny
+ warm! Hitch a ride to EUROPE
for$160! AIRHITCH (r)212-8642000.

DoverTownhousse-Two bedroom,
1 1/2 bath, fully applianced, wall to
wall, laundry hookup in full basement, deck, yard, private parking,
$650 plus utilities (low). Deposit.
Available April 1. 742-4685.

ADOPTION
We will provide a beautiful life for
your baby. Let's help each other.
Call collec~ (603)929-0388. Barb
and Don.

Roommate for house in Newmarket.
4/10 mile from coast stop. $200/
month includes utilities, washer/
dryer, parking. Call Jon 659-8607.

Need a summer job? Come to the
summer job fair today at the
Strafford nn in the MUB from 10
a.m.-2 p.m.

Summer Rental at Coops 1-2 person
apartment form ore info Call Rachel
or Colleen 2-.5099/2-5100.

Have you seen who's been studying in the MUB cafe between 7:30
A.M. and 9 A.M.?

IPERSONALS Mt

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1,000 in
one week. Plus receive a $1,000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

NANNIES!!! We offer immediate
placement in the NY, NJ and CT
areas. Great benefits! Yearly employment only. Call your local rep
- Chris at 927-4459 or call NANNIES PLUS at 1-800-752-0078.
Party FLA- Brewster, ABO and Cman holes in dance floors from ·
Naples, P-bay to the islands and
beyond! Good Luck!
Listen up summer job seekers!
Employers will be here to meet YOU
at the summer job fair. Come to the
Strafford Room at the MUB between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Get a head start
on your summer job search.
Did you see the Easter Bunny in the
MUB Cafe between 7:30 A.M. and
9A.M.?
1 miss you Alpha Phi. Spain is
amazing, but I want you all here
with me. Julie McGovern, Kristy
Stetson and Jen Harrison, get
psyched for the greenies next year.
Love and AOE,
Schofield.

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
1992!
BAHAMAS MARCH 14 ... $349
JAMAICA, CANCUN ... $429
INCLUDES: HOTEL, AIR,
TRANSFERS AND PARTIES
SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES AVAILABLE NOW!! Let our
local student reps show you the
secret. Details: 1-800-222-5742
Ext. 53023 (24 hours).

ANNOUNCING AN - ENHANCEMENT TO THE IBM
PS/2: A low-interest rate loan. Visit
the Technology Center, ground
floor T-Hall for details.
FREE HAIR HIGHLIGHTS Women needed for advanced foil
weaving update by hairstyles Design Team Call 772-3791 for details.

If the early bird catches the wonn,
why aren't you catching the early
bird specials at the MUB cafe between 7:30 A.M. and 9 A.M.?
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Amodeo
Flanagan
Mitrovic
Morrow
Stewart
Thomson
Klym
Messina
Donovan
McGrath
Dexter
Chebator

25
26
13
28
15
13
6
2
7
2
4
5

39
33
42
23
10
11
15
13

64
59
55
51
25
24
21
15

8

15

12

14
13
11

9

6

Thurs., March 12- semifinals at
Boston Garden
Maine vs Boston College
5 p.m.
UNH vs Providence
8 p.m.
Sat., March 14- final
at Boston Garden, 8 p.m.

2. Minnesota
3. Michigan
21-11-2
4. Wisconsin
18-9-7
5. Michigan St.
22-7-4
6. Boston University
19-9-4
7. Lake Superior St.
8. New Hampshire
20-11-2
20-13-3
9. N. Michigan
19-8-2
10. St. Lawrence
Others _receiving votes: Harvard,
Clarkson~ Providence

1. Ralph Cox (75-79)
2. Louis Frignon ( 67-71)
3. Bob Gould (75-79)
4. Cliff Cox (72-76)
5. Joe Flanagan (1988- )
6. John Gray (69-72)
7. Jamie Hislop (72-76)
8. Gordie Clark (71-74)
9. Jon Fontas (74-78)
10. Dan Potter (80-84)
Frank Roy (75-79)

127
96
91
87

85
81
77
76
72
71
71

Women's basketball statistics

Women's
Teams

North Atlantic Conference
All
Conference

Player

Overall Record: 14-5 NAC Record: 6-2
G
FG/FGA
FT/FfA
PTS.
92/257
125/249
110/298
79/138
71/192
38/94
31/63
25/72
11/47
12/42
2/2
1/3
1/2

AVG.
13.3
13.1
11.2
- 7.5
6.5

319
314
268
180
155
91
77
78
42
31
5
2

106/140
64/88
46/68
22/30
13/21
15/23
15/28
28/44
12/28
7/13
1/2
0/0
0/0

3.8

3.7
3.4
1.9
1.4
.7
.7
.7

2

Rec Sports Standing
'_,,,_

Men's Major Hockey

Men's Minor Hockey

Women's Hockey

Co-rec Bowling

1. 6-1 Hitters

1. Rink Rats
2. CHEIFS
3. PKT Cheifs

1. Babes on Blades

1. Alley Cats
2. Pin Heads
3. Hubbard Heffenreffers

2.

ocs

3. Purple Helmets

4-0-0
3-1-1
2-0-2

3-0
3-0
3-0

3-0
2. Lights of Justice 2-1
* playoffs start March 8

4-0 81 avg.
3-0 80 avg.
4-0 75 avg.

VOLLEYBALL
Men's Major

Men's Minor

1. ATO
2. The Firemen
3. O.C. Pound

1. X-Sen Slush Puppies D 1. Fairchild Fury
2. The As Irs
2. Congreve
3. Hitchcock Self Spikers 3. Alexander Slammers

HOCKEY

Women's Major

EAST

Women's Minor

Coming up:

1. Woodside
2. X-sen Fighters
3. Sackett House

Intramural Hoop,
Floor Hockey
standings after break

TOURNAMENT

~,~,,
~=...::..... ......
'•.

"""
HOCKEY EAST
CHAMPION

GRAPHIC BY JONATHAN 0. GREEN

•
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Bean town 'Cats look forward to Garden
Chebator's favorite wa~ a tough
guy.
"Everyone loved Bobby
Orr," said Chcbator. "Do you remember John Wensink? He wa
oneofmy favorite players. Thats
when they were the big, bad Bruins. That's when they were awesome. Him, Stan Jonathan, Terry
O'Reilly, but Wcnsink wa · my
F. IT···
favorite player."
For those of you who can't
remember back that far, Wensink
Boston Garden.
once challenged the entire MinFor a sports fan brought up in the
nesota North Stars bench toa fight.
Boston area, there is no place more sacred.
Jesse Cooper, from Lowell,
No building holds as much history and
Mass., said he had trouble focun- tradition.
ing on Sunday's game against
For many UNH Wildcats, this will be
Northeastern.
a first For Savo Mitrovic it will be his first
"It was hard to focus on the
visit to the building. For many others, it
said Cooper after
today,"
game
will be a first time on the Garden ice.
over the Huskic..
win
Sunday's
For the locals of the UNH squad, this
look ahead, you
to
not
hard
"It's
is like a dream come true.
to shutup,
yourself
telling
keep
"It feels like I won the Stanley Cup,"
Kevin Thomson (27) a Reading, MA native, has played in·the Boston Garden during his high school but we've been thinking about
said center Joe Flanagan. "I've always
days, but is looking forward to going with the 'Cats (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
this."
wanted to play in the Garden. When I was
For some of the Wildcat ,
there,
in
overtime
some
do
to
"He used
Rob Donovan and Bob Chebator have
in high school, we had a really good team,
night seems an eterThursday
until
wait
the
catch
and
him
with
there
but we ended up going to the Worcester already played in the Garden. The two left so I used to sneak in
Hingham, Mas·.,
from
Messina,
Frank
nity.
native.
Centrum. The Garden is somewhere I've wingers played opposite each other during a the games," said the Boston
the Garden and
in
playing
to
close
come
has
year
junior
my
Donovan
"I played against
always wanted to play and I've finally got high school tournament.
chance.
his
has
finally
senior
a
as
"I was so nervous on my first shift I and we beat them," said Chebator. "It's loud
the chance."
"I came up short a few times in high
Flanagan, from Burlington, Mass.,grew couldn 'teven catch my breath," said Donovan. down there. Just like Snively, the fans are
never got to skate there, and this is
school,
up a Boston Bruins fan and as a young boy, "I was a senior, so I figured I'd be calm and right on top of you."
less my last chance and we made it,"
or
more
Chebator was also a die-hard Bruins fan.
cool, but I just choked up. It'll be nice to get
looked up to the B's Rick Middleton.
The entire time talking to
Messina.
said
"I love the Bruins," said Chebator.
"My favorite player used to be Rick another shot, maybe I· 11 play a little beuer. I
Garden, a proud smile
the
about
Messina
be.
will
Middleton," said Flanagan. "He never used think ~ing a sophomore, I've got to give my "They're my favorite team, always
looking forward to
"I'm
face.
his
left
never
It's too bad I didn't get drafted by them."
tape on his stick and I never really use tape all."
smile grew even
his
as
Messina
added
it,"
Unlike most kids who look up to players
Donovan's father worked in the Garden,
either, but he was really my favorite. Maybe
tell?"
you
"Can
bigger.
I'll run into him Thursday night at the Gar- and Donovan said he used to sneak in and see like Bobby Orr, Cam Neely, or Ray Bourque,

CHRIS YORK

den."

the Bruins play.

-...,

'Cats love their crowd
Wildcat hockey notes
The Wildcats continued to express their
thanks to the Snively crowd after Sunday
afternoon's game. The 'Cats went 13-3-2 at
home and here is what they had to say:
Coach Umile: "It was a fun year. The
enthusiasm we got from the University was
tremendous. They have been a major factor in
bringing this team back."
Savo Mitrovic: "I wanted to get on the
microphone and thank them for coming to all
of• the games. I'm going to miss them.
Wherever I go, I know I'll never have fans
like them. They helped us in some tough
times against some tough teams."
Domenic Amodeo: "We all love playing
in front of them. Today we wanted to show
the fans are appreciation by winning because
they are the ones that keep us going out
there."

Dream Becomes Reality: After being de-

•

•

nied the chance of playing in the Garden in
the '89-90 season because of a measles epidemic, the 'Cats will finally get their shot.
For UNH's Joe Flanagan, it is a dream
that he has always hoped for. "I've always
wanted to play atthe Garden," said the Boston
native. "My brother played there once and he
has always rubbed it in that I'd never get my
chance, and now I'm going to be playing
there."ItlookslikeJoewillgetthelastlaugh
on this one.
Jeff Levy was equally excited about
playing in the Garden. He alreaily·has some
strategy. ''I'll probably give Andy (Moog) a
probably
I'll
said. "Actually
Levy
call,"
- - call
--•

By Steve
Lankier

Reggie (Lemelin) because he's been around
longer." Levy wants the inside scoop on the
Garden goal creases.

ChannelllPump Up: Before Sunday's game
the 'Cats got fired up by watching some
season highlights, according to Scott Morro\\::, "Linda Howe from Channel 11 made us
an awesome highlights tape," said Morrow.
"It had all the sweet goals and hard hits, sowe
watched it before the game and it got us real
fired up."
Upon hearing Morrow's response to the
tape, Howe was modest about taking credit.
"The way Scott Morrow plays," Howe said,
"I don't think he needs a tape to get fired up."
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UNH's Scott Morrow checks a Northe~tern defender into the boards (Nate Rowe/
TNH Staff photo).

Hockey heads to Garden
HOCKEY,from page 24

Northeastern made it 3-2 at 17: 10 of the
passfromMitrovicatthebluelineandskated third period on a power-play goal, but
all the way around the Northeastern goal. Thomson's score only 45 seconds later put
UNH on top for good.
After drawing four Husky defenseman toThe third period was dominated by
wards hi?TI, Flanagan passed the puck to
Northeastern as they outshot the 'Cats 19-6.
McGrath, who was all alone at the point.
But Levy and his defense would not falter.
McGrath skated in a couple of feet and
"He played a fine game and he is a good
NCAABid?:The 'Cats continued to improve hammered a slapshot past Cole.
goaltender," said Northeastern coach Ben
At 7:57, the frustrated Huskies finally
their chances on getting a bid to the NCAA
Hockey Championships with their victory got one past Levy. A Paul Flanagan slapshot Smith. "He was very solid back there."
"That's what he (Levy) is capable of
deflected off everal players and made its
over Northeas~m.
doing," said Umile. "We felt the last couple
A win over Providence on Thursday way into the net.
Once again the seniors went to work for week of the season that he was back in the
night would almost guarantee a bid, but the
'Cats will have to wait till March 22 to find the 'Cats making it a 3-1 game. In cla ic groove."
For now, the 'Cats are just looking forout Right now it is not on the mind of coach Amodeo fashion, th peedy winger deked
ward to playing in the Garden. ''These guys
Umile. "We're not concerned about the around Northeastem defenderChri Foy and
"~ rv i ~,, said Umile. "We're aJl
re II
treaking in·on th
NCA'.Ns pght now," Umile said. "Were (ea itrovic, who
n. We're really enJoying it
concerned about getting to the final game trail. Mitrovicnfl \la puckbetw nC' 1 • ·
" __
go·_:.__
keep
or.JU,gg.al,
!11._e.pq
ill.l<J
____;._
___
now."
(Hockey
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w.an.t.10
___
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,.1.___,~
____
_ _ _ _ right
_ _ _finals)
_ _ _ _ _East
__

Morrow an all-star: Last Thursday the

HockeyEastAll-Starsquadswerenamedand
ScottMorrowreceivedthehonor. Toe senior
left wing was named to the second team.
Morrow is.only the second Wildcat representative to ever make the squad.

__J
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Poulin shoots
for Olympics
POVLIN,from page 24
Alison has since exceeded this level and
moved on to clearing the 5' 10" mark.
Alison sparks excitement and admiration of all those around her. Bob O'Brien, a
junior member of the men's track team says,
"Just by looking at her you can tell she's
good. When you see her out there, she runs so
smooth and powerfully."
Andy Porzio, a junior men's runner thinks
that her training with them "helps her a Jot
more. Not to say that guys are better, but if
you look at the times, men are faster than
women. Guys are just physiologically different."
Alison agrees that training with the men's
team benefits her greatly.
"When I run my workouts with them,
they really push me," she says, "because, of
course, I'm always in the back."
Paul Rand, a junior hurdler and jumper
who often trains with Alison on the hurdles
and high , says, "it's not uncommon for us to
take starts together on the hurdles, and she
easily keeps up with no trouble. Alison is an
extraordinary athlete." Paul also believes that
Alison "is one of the most talented athletes he
has ever worked with on a purely athletic
basis."
UNH's Alison Poulin shows olympic form as she clears the hurdles (Cortesy photo).
At UVM, Alison ran on scholarship for
the women's track team and set three r e c o r d s ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
''There are a lot of goals I want to meet put into it," says Alison. ''Training with the
her freshman year, including a first place So she came to UNH where she felt most
know I didn't fulfill at UVM," Alison men's team improves my times and allows
I
that
finish in the heptathalon at the New England comfortable.
needed the timeofftoreflecton what me to be committed to myself and fulfill my
"I
says.
running
from
off
years
two
taking
After
comis
Championships. (The heptathalon
means to me; not the expectations personal goals I have set."
really
track
to
returned
Alison
UVM,
at
competing
high
and
prised of seven events: the hurdles,
Modeling her inspiration after an athlete
or for acceptance, but a sport
people
other
of
by
broken
was
record
her
800
the
when
the track
jump, long jump, the 200 meter,
as Jackie Joyner-Kersey, Alison's efmyself."
such
to
dedicate
strictly
can
I
motivadeeper
A
heptathlete.
UVM
another
meter, the shotput, and javelin.)
Alison attributes her personality and forts will pay off with her incredible desire
After her championship she felt "tired of tion also brought her back- she now realizes
seriousness to this incredibly individualistic and determination to succeed. Her dedication
competing, being worn out and run down." her commitment and sights for the future.
to herself and the sport will surely secure her
sport.
"I like being able to rely on myself, to a opportunity at the Olympic trials in June.
put in my own energy and to get back what I

UNH

Athlete

of the
""eek
ALL-AMERICANS

presented
by:

HAYDEN

SPORTS

38 Main Street
Durham, NH
03824

The University of New
Hampshire was helped to
a ninth place overall finish
in the NCAA Skiing
Championships by two
All-American
performances.
Ivar Dahl (so.
Franconia, NH) was
named a first-team
All-American with a
fourth-place finish in the
giant slalom event.
Maria Hassett (so.
Yarmouth, ME) took fifth
place in the 15 km
classical event and was
also named a first-team
All-American.

Look for the n Athlete of the Week 0 every
Tuesday, ONLY In rite New Hamp•hlre!

UNHW OMEN' S

BASKETBALL
NAC PLAYOFFS

Tonight at 5 p.m.
This is BIG TIME
playoff basketball!!!
We are looking for a
BIG TIME crowd!!!
$2 DINNER SPECIAL Hotdog, chips, soda
''THIS IS BIG''
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UNH skiers take ninth place at NCAAs
By Jessica Haag
TNH StafT
UNH placed ninth at the National
Championships, which they hosted this past
weekend at Waterville Valley.
Teams from across the United States,
from Alaska to New Hampshire, began arriving March I to prepare for the upcoming
events. On Monday night, a banquet was held
to kick off the week of competition. UNH
President Dale Nitzschke welcomed the athletes to New Hampshire.
Tuesday was a practice day for all teams,
and on Wednesday came the first event, men's
and women's giant slalom. The day was
bright with sunshine drawing a considerable
crowd to the finish line.
The men's first run proved to be a close
contest. UNH's captain Ivar Dahl was in
sixth after the first run, only four tenths of a
second out of first place. By the end of the
day he had moved into fourth, the best result
the alpine team has had in a long while.
"I'm pretty happy," Dahl said "I thought
I could have come in the top three, but that's

the way it happened."
The women, however, did not fare as
well in the event. "We hoped to do better than
we did," Sullivan said. "We definitely weren't
satisfied." Sullivan placed 3 I st, while
freshman Meg Spenlinhauer was 30th.
On the men's side, John Bittinger and
Hayden Barile, both slalom specialists, placed
32nd and 35th respectively.
Thursday brought the cross country
freestyle race. Competing for UNH were
senior captain Pat Weaver, Kate Thomas, and
Maria Hassett. Hassett finished 11th, only
two seconds out of tenth. Thomas came in
22nd, while Weaver was 26th.
Weaver said, 'Tm not really pleased
with my place, but I'm pleased with my
time." He added that the competition was
very close.
Going into Friday's slalom event, UNH
was ranked ninth and hoping to move up. The
slalom proved a reversal of roles, as the
women fared better than the men overall.
MacAleer placed I 9th with Sullivan finishing just ahead in 18th. Rossi fell on the

O'Shaughnessy and
. Wipf represent
UNH men's track
By Dan Bureau
TNH Sports Staff
This past weekend at Princeton
University in New Jersey, 60 division I schools competed in the Inter-Collegiate Amateur Athletics
Association of America (ICAA)
tournament. UNH seniors Dan
0' Shaughnessy and Greg Wipf both
competed in the event.
The two senior co-captains
were able to qualify for the ICAA's
after impressive performances at
the New England Championships
two weekends ago. The idea of this
past weekend's competition was to
get a. good enough of a time to
compete in this upcoming
weekend's semifinals. Neither
O'Shaughnessy nor Wipf could gain
semifinal berths, but both, according to track and field coach Jim
Boulanger, performed impressively.
"Both gave their best shots,"
Boulanger commented. "I twas good
experience for them. To compete in
the ICAAs is a privilege. They did
well."
The competition at the event
included such big names as
Georgetown, Notre Dame, and
Manhattan University, who took the
winners' trophy home.
Boulanger commented that this
event is the second biggest colle-

•

giate track and field event there is,
the first being the national championships.
O'Shaughnessy, competing in
the 400-meter, finished with a time
of 50.23, finishing fifth out of six in
his section of the meet. Wipf,
competing in the mile, just missed
his personal best of 4: 16:87 as he
finished at4:19.
"I didn't do as well as I wanted
or expected to do, but it was outstanding meet. I was just excited to
be there," said Wipf.
Wipf said that he did not feel up
to par entering the competition.
"My legs felt shot," said Wipf.
"I didn •t feel well when I got up, but
there's no excuses."
"It's probably the most important and prestigious races they will
ever run," said Boulanger. "For these
two seniors it was a great way to end
their collegiate careers."
Wipf agreed.
"It was definitely a highlight of
my four years here. It's absolutely
one of my better accomplishments,
just to make it there," said Wipf.
O'Shaughnessy and Wipf will
talce a few days off to rest, but the
spring season is right around the
comer, and it's expected that they
will be right back in .lhe action.

second run and came in 30th, while
Spenlinhauer took 25th.
Bittinger was 19th and Barile was not far
behind in 22nd place. Dahl was 26th. Alpine
coach R.J. Turner was pleased with the performance. "I was really happy with our individual results," said Turner.
"The Western teams were a lot tougher
than they'd been in the past," said Sullivan.
Head Coach Cory Schwartz said of
Saturday's competition, "Any one of the top
five teams had a chance to win going into that
last day."
In the end it was the University of Vermont who took the title. That's not to say that
UNH didn't have a good showing on Saturday. In fact, sophomore Hassett placed fifth
in the classic, a 15K race in which no skating
is allowed, and she did it in the pouring rain.
"The rain was bad, but I'm not really affected," Hassett said. "There was one puddle
about a foot deep. It splashed all the way up
to mid-thigh when I went through it".
Despite the foul weather, there was no
lack of support for the UNH team. "It was

great being on the course and having so many
people cheer me on," said Hassett. "I placed
well because I stayed really relaxed and I
think that was the key." The course stayed
really fast throughout the day because of the
rain. Weaver placed 14th while Thomas was
"Considering the conditions and
28th .
competition," Schwartz said, "14th was a
superb result. Overall, as a team, we wanted
to come in the top ten and we did, so we' re all
happy about that."
Dahl and Hassett were both named a~
First Team All-Americans. This is the first
time in over ten years that UNH has had two
skiicrs receive this honor.
Dahl, McAlccr, and Rossi have qualified
for the U.S. Nationals to be held in Winter
Park, Colo. March 24 through 30. There is
also speculation that the U.S. Ski Team_may
be looking to pick up Dahl next year. On the
nordic side, Weaver is hoping to make the
World University games next year, an event
for seniors in college and first year graduates.
Next year looks to be promising for both
teams with five returning NCAA veterans
and many other strong skiers also returning.

UNH Hockey fans!
Tickets for Hockeyfest 1992 are on sale at the
UNH ticket office and the Boston Garden box
office. Tickets will be on sale at the UNH ticket
office today and tommorow from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
tickets are $14 and $16. $2 discount for students.

game schedule:
Thurs., March 12 Hockey East Semifinal
Boston College vs Maine 5 p.m.
UNH vs Providence 8 p.m.
Fri., March 13 ECAC Semifinal
Clarkson vs Cornell 5 p.m.
St. Lawrence vs RPI 8 p.m.
Saturday, March 14
ECAC Finals 5 p.m.
Hockey East Finals 8 p.m.
Fan buses will be provided by Maine Bus Lines for
Thursday's semifinal games at $7 a peice for roundtrip _transportation to and from the Boston Garden.
Bus tickets do not include game ticket. Bus tickets will
be ~vailable at the back of A-lot at 2:30 p.m. Thurs.
The buses· will leave at 3 p.m. sharp from A-lot.

UNH alumni and affiliates are invited to a reception at the "Boards
and Blades" room of the Boston Garden .
From 5 - 7:30 p.m. the "Boards and Blades" room has been reserved for UNH. There will be a
charge of $4 for use of the room and snacks. Cocktails will be available. UNH President Dale
Nitzschke, Gib Chapman, coach Dick Umile and others will be present. 24 closed circuit
ame featurin Maine and BC.
televisions will show UNH hi hli hts and the S
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No liberty in Philadelphia fOr men's hoo p
By Kevin Gray
By Nick Strangas
TNH Sports Staff
To the world, Philadelphia is
commonly known as the City of
Brotherly Love.
The men 's basketball team
would tend to disagree. For the
second time in eight days, the
Wildcats fell victim to the Dragons
of Drexel University.
With the stakes higher this time
around, the 'Cats ended their season with a 78-72 loss in the opening round of the North Atlantic
Conference tournament
After a 71 -51 blowout over
the Wildcats in the first meeting
between the teams, Drexel headed
into the contest with an anything
but cocky attitude.
"We were very confident in
our game," said Drexel's senior
captain Clarence Armstrong. "We
didn't want to be too cocky though,
(seeing) that we did beat them last
week. We knew they would be out
to get us."
To counter attack Drexel's rebounding advantage in the previous
games, UNH head coach Jim
Boylan shuffled the starting lineup
to add some inches. Sophomore
Matt Neimeier, a 6 '9" forward,
made only his second start of the
year and teamed with center James
Ben in the front court.
''They killed us on the boards

the first two games we played them,"
said Boylan. "We needed to get
some bodies in there, bang a little
bit and gel some rebounds."
Boylan's gamble paid off as
the 'Cats held their own on the
glass, but the brutal inside-outside
duo of Armstrong and Jonathan
Raab carried the Dragons to victory.
Armstrong connected for five threepointers and Raab was too much to
handle inside as they finished with
26 and 20 points respectively.
"They had the inside and outside game going so that was difficult
for us," Boylan said.
Following a Ben layup off a
rebound that cut the Dragon lead to
10-8, Drexel opened the game up
with an 11-0 run. Three-pointers
from Armstrong and Mike Wisler
plus another five tallies from Raab
gave the Dragons a 21-8 advantage
and forced Boy Ian to call a timeout
After trading baskets in the final minutes of the first half, UNH
caught a break when Armstrong was
charged with an intentional foul on
Bob Cummins away from the ball
with 29 second left Cummins buried both free throws and Neimeier
converted on the possession to end
the half with Drexel leading 33-26.
The four-point play ended the sour
first half on a positive note for the
'Cats and to the disliking of Drexel
head coach Mike Herrion.

UNH coach Jim Boylan instructs his players Saturday night, as the Wildcats raced Drexel in the first
round of the NAC tournament (Kevin Gray/TNH Starr photo).
''The one thing that really, really ticked me off though, at halftime, was the intentional foul that
Armstrong committed," said
Herrion. ''That turned into a fourpoint play. We have been a very
poised, very controlled team all year.
There's no need for that right now
this late in the season."
Although that play appeared to
be a momentum builder for the
'Cats, any thoughts of a second half

resurgence were quickly erased
when the Dragons opened the second half with seven unanswered
points. Five points from Armstrong
and a Jeremy Smith 18-footjumper
quickly pushed the lead up to 14
(40-26).
Drexel, the eighth-ranked free
throw shooting squad in the country, wouldn'tcutUN Habreakatthe
line. A pair of free throws by
Armstrong matched the largest lead

of the game at 17 points with 3:36
left in the contest. New Hampshire
cut the lead to six with some clutch
shooting behind the three-point
stripe, but the final spread would
stay at six.
"They hit some big shots," said
Cummins after his final game in a
Wildcat uniform. "Down at the end
they were too good at shooting free
throws for us to come back. They 're
a hard team to come back on."

One of two for gymnasts
GYMNASTICS,from page 24
same competitive fervor that has been characteristic of her throughout the season by
scoring a 9.9 on a near-perfect vault, earning
her first place in the event. S o p h o m o r e
Karen Olsson started off with an injury on
the vault, and was unable to compete in the
rest of the meet. Not only was Olsson missed
in the line-up, but her injury so early in the
meet dampened the team's spirits.
"It's always hard on a team when one of
their members is injured in a meet, especially
so early on," said Goodspeed. "Fortunately,
we were able to pull in some people who
weren •t ready, but they performed well."
The team was competitive on the bars.
Amy Ehele, a last-minute replacement for
Olsson, started the team off well, scoring a
9.4. Brady tied for third place with a 9.5 and
Nicole Mullins placed first on bars with a
9.65.
Beam was the worst event of the evening
for the Wildcats. "The falls on the beam is

whatmadetheme etsoclose," said Jan Dalziel.
Kim Goulding and Ehele, however, performed well on the beam. Ehele took third
place on beam with a score of 9.3, and
Goulding placed second with a 9.4.
The floor exercises were the highlight of
the 'Cats' meet. The pressure was on the five
UNH gymnasts who competed on the floor.
Olsson was absent without a replacement,
and the Wildcats did not have the option of
taking the best five out of six scores; this time
they all counted. A score of 46. 7 5 was needed
for UNH to tie Northeastern, but the team put
forth an outstanding effort and managed to
win the meet Mullins place third on floor .
with a 9.6, and Brady topped off the evening
with a 9.8 and first place on the floor.
"They could have just folded and given
up, but they didn't," replied Goodspeed.
The team is looking to recover from
multiple injuries, and hopes to see Kim Smith
performing again soon.
UNH will host the ECAC championships on March 28 at 7 p.m.
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Tune in to

DOWD~@© m1@fr@DD
with

Kevin Gray and Glenn Hauser
Tues. 11-12:30 p.m.
--·---- WUNH -2-1-1r3-FM-- ··-

Mon-Fri 6:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat/Sun 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mill Road Plaza,
Durham
868-1424

19 Market St.
Commercial Alley
Portsmouth, NH
431-5853
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Men's hoop
season ends
with loss to
Drexel, see
page 23

Long & Short of
it: Boston
Garden, see
page 20

UNH ATHLET ICS

Hockey team heads
to Boston Garden

Gymna stic
team splits
weekend
By Kate Scaletti
TNH Sports Staff
After a loss at UMass on Friday,
the gymnastics team returned to
Lundholm gymnasium for a narrow
victory over Northeastern University.
"It was a rough weekend," said
coach Gail Goodspeed.
The Wildcats won Sunday •s meet
with a score of 185.30, less than a
point over Northeastern •s score of
184.45. The University of Illinois
placed behind Northeastern with
178.75.
"It's nice to see that we can come
out with a win, even if we don't per~ form as well as usual," said Goodspeed.
Sunday's meet w~s the last home
meet of the regular season for the
'Cats, and was kicked off by a tribute
to the team's three seniors: Lori Brady,
Amy Dowd, and Kelly Marks. The
seniors were praised for their consistency, team spirit, and competitive
drive that has carried them through
four years at UNH.
Brady began the meet with the

GYMNASTICS, see page 23

left in the game. The junior from
Reading, Mass., converted a giveBeneath the nostalgia of the and-go pass from Domenic
hanging championship banners Amodeo, putting UNH out of reach
and retired numbers, the Boston with a 4-2 lead.
"I think we played OK, not
Garden ice will be the host of a
new cast ofathletes Thursday night. great," said coach Dick Umilc. "We
There will be no Cam Neelys, played well enough to win and that's
the bottom line."
Ray Bourques, or Andy Moogs.
For the UNH seniors, there
Instead there will be names
like Savo Mitrovic, Jim McGrath couldn't be any better way to end
and Jeff Levy as the UNH Wildcats their careers as 'Cats. "We just left
will try to tum the glory of the on a great note," said Mitrovic. "We
Garden past into their glory of the (seniors) cored some goals and
that's the way we wanted to go out.
present.
By defeating Northeastern 4- It was a great game to leave on."
After a tough, scoreless first
2 Sunday afternoon at Snively
Arena, the Wildcats earned a trip period, it was the seniors who got
to the Garden ice for the semifi- UNH on the scoreboard. On a twonals of the Hockey East Champi- man advantage, Amodeo nailed a
pass from the point to Joe Flanagan
onships.
UNH will face-off against the on the right side of the net. Flanagan
Providence Friars at 8 p.m., while collected the pass and sent it through
Maine will play BC at 5 p.m. in the the crease to Scott Morrow who
was waiting at the front door of the
other semifinal contest.
Powered by an outstanding goal. Morrow redirected the pass,
SO-save performance by Jeff Levy, tipping it over the left shoulder of
the Wildcats held off a feisty Husky Husky goalie Tom Cole.
Only l: 16 later, the 'Cats went
squad for a hard-earned victory.
Unlike UNH's past defeats of up 2-0 on an outstanding play by
Northeastern, this game was dose Flanagan. The center took a shovel
until Kevin Thomson put the choke
HOCKEY, see page 20
collar on the Huskies with 2:05

By Steve Lankier
TNH Sports Staff

•

1tric Royal tries to beat NU'
la 5-day afteraoons W'ddcats
TNH Std plloto).
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UNH's Alison Poulin: an Olympic hopeful
By Joan Schultz
TNH Sports Staff

trials in June.
"Coach Bellanger is trying to make me into a 400
She looks like a track star.
~
Having never met Alison meter hurdler," says Alison.
Poulin before, I knew who she was "Just yesterday in the indoor
as soon as I saw her. Her long legs track, I ran my best time trial
strided through the crowd of MUB ever in the4QO meter(55.85).
PUB, fluid and confident. Blond I've been busting my butt"
Alison started running in
haired and wearing blue jeans,
Alison walked towards me. I stood middle school.
"In physical education I
up to meet the Olympic hopeful.
Alison Poulin, a junior at UNH, was always doing the 50-yard
is running track as an independent, dash and going for Presidenentering open meets offcred by The tial awards," she said, "and
Athletic Congress. She trains with then in high school I became
New Hampshire's men's track team. serious about running."
Attending Oyster River
Alison transferred to UNH
from the University of Vermont in High School,Alison won nine
the fall of 1989, but this is her third state championships and set
full semester here after taking time 16 state records for indoor
off. Alison has returned to Durham, and outdoor track. .
Tory Poulin, UNH Adher home town, and to her old friend
- Jim Boulanger, coach of the UNH visor of the English Departmen's track team. Boulanger, hav- ment is Alison's mother. She
ing been a track coach at Oyster says of her daughter, "She
River High School, has known has always been athletic. In
Alison since her freshmen year of the lower grades she did
high school. Boulanger has been gymnastics, swimming and
able to work with Alison and offer
~~;~~~~e's very physically Alison Poulin clean the hilh Jump. Poalin, a run time UNH student, bas trained with the UNH men's track
himself as a coach.
While trying to attend as team to prepare for the Olympic trials in June (Courtesy photo).
"Alison wanted to work out
"I was sitting in the bleachers jumpandwhenshemad eit.Ijumped ter. When I blushed and said yes, he
and train and wanted to be com- many meets as she could, Tory remembers the excitement of one of next to this man watching Ali's fi- so high up in the air that the man told me that I hadjustcleared5' 10" ."
pletely serious," said Boulanger.
Alison has her work cut out for Alison's state meets held at Brown nal attempt to clear 5' 8" in the high next to me gave mea surprised look
POULIN, see page _21
jump. It was her third and final and asked me if she was my daughher, trying to get to the Olympic University.
'v

